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In Our 86th Year
- ',elected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, July 16, 1965 r_
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MURRAY
Saw Raman Kiley Ills this morn-
oe and be awned to feel better-
, o he has In some tune.
Not that he has been tuck porn-
c-itarly, but he gave the appearance
ot being in biter heahh
---
Ls.oking through Leon Oppenheirn-
et -, rapbook. that's Leon of the
Holiday Inn, and we came foram
• th.ii little ditty, author unknown.
It is eaUtied "A Smile".
egielle net nothing, but ghee
much It enriches these who re-
t('entinwed on raga SI
Eiiir-opeti Trip-
• Of MSC Choir
Rotary Topic
)
Wig Fronk Medi Preartged as
er1)0eahle Pregnant yesterday at the
r-Plroillir meeting Of Me Murray Rn-
utry Club
• He presented Professor Robert
Haar who told the Ilotarlares about
the reheat trip to Of the
Murray elate Odle. PDX
Re energised hia appresailoo to
the olub for their supped ind fee
the support of the oasis admin-
istration and the toimespasie With-
out all of this support, he said. the
trip eMeli hew* Main a real-
ity
He showed.. a
which Several the hip from lb.
taking of "shots" lure to Mutray
to their return titp home Beauilful
"Armen; of the Bavarian Alps was
w4-0,0ml It, the '(m as wdl aS the
,sid world capitate anions lend-
:mem in Watery, and current his-
tory such as the Berth Wall.
Oaken Thurman. Jr was recce-
mad as • new, Rotairien.
Murray Tamer lied as his guest
Mien arid Wit K. Wade was






Rev 301b N Wtmrn. TO-Dis-
trict alinistar for Chriettan Ohio-
* 
ohm i Disciples of Christ) In West-
ern Kentesay, ‘111 tiring the nim-
sage Banat, mumbler In Pine Chris-
tian Clairch st 1030
Mr a twelve of Ken-
tucky. seive. se the Campus Midie
tee for Chran mums astismts
atterdlog Murray State Callept. Hi
Is atm Tri-13istriot Molder eser the
53 Christian Cleordell (131gelples of
Christi Na 'Madera IDelfillify.
He hes samed deadfall In Nort-
e Benton. Marion and Salem
10 Itsatoeky. He Me attetwied
Tranedirania Oollene In Lexington.
and Vandedith Divinity School in
Naelhville
Mr Wilihune Is spealamtot tbe
absence of the banieter. William
Porter, who MI returne to the





There Ma be a revival meeting
at the Ledbetter Baptistsebhureh
from July III to Joh 96 termites




Western Kentucky — MmHg MD-
gay and warm today.- Riga al 10
Pith and mild tonight. law 64 to
M. /tawdry pastty dolga, wormer,
owe humid and with scattered af-
ternoon and evening thundershow-
ers.
'entailer/ Liao 7 a.m. 3074. (hem
04; below dein 3031. up 1.0.
Ilhuitley Darn: headwater 3361,
up 02. tat/water 304.2, up 0.7.
Sunrise 11:4e, sunset I'll.
Moon ram ItOr pm
The Murray Lions ChM Guests of the Month pose in 
front of the Mid-Towner Motel
where theyAltayed lest flight as guests of the 
club. From left to right above are. Lion
..relossentathuis Leah% Milaney. and Bryan ToUey, Ch
ief Of Police Eturrnan Parker, Mrs.
Wilson Long, Mr. Long, both of New York, Archie 
Beatteptd Bernice Beatte, managers of
the motel and aty PearOlmall Max Morris.
Lions Club Guests Of Month
''Tlinv Hospitality Last Night
The Murray LAM* Club buret of
the Mena Wm finally -landed"
yesterday evening after futile at-
two weft see.
Mt.. •Mme 111111pea J. Lied el
Autism. New York were stopped by
LIP2rilryi.n"-gitiarror
ler and teeter Pleseeeh satime nem
Milling away Man she Texaco Ma-
uoo rola north out of Mkarray
The vacationing cougee wire pleas-
e.* sepreed and scrupled the to-
of the Lima Club to be
titter Guests of the Month.
The chinning visitors were »-
Catered at the Mid-Tower Motet
modern am metal here in Morn"
and taken on r. tour of the city
Mrs Long was taken to the Wetti-
sh* Beresty Salon while Mr. Long
was emptied about the totem.
Visits were made to the Peoples
Bonk. Graham arid Jeckson. Scott
Marshall Judge
Pursues Beer Case
Marstme Comte Judge John F.
Rayburn. In tub effort to conetnite
the clew of two Port Catimbell sol-
diers Wm aneeedly sold or turnieh-
ed for ode a quinine' of beer Ni
Cherokee State Net shout Aline 21
to June 23. pinta cut tee pants
prevloink Presented le hen:
1 There well sem Cherchee
Pat Hating the price of beer at 30
cents per oin.
2 A deputy diertel punsheeed
beer
Judge Rayburn had reamed to
return the cceifirsetted beer to the
met demeided by the detesel-
ants. saying that when the beer was
taken from Poet Campbrti, it no
longer was federal property
U S Attorney, Ernest W. Rivers,
Tosidely of this week, fled a petition
with Coamty Judie Ratilawn asking
that the mar be removed to fed-
eral court
The county judge meanwhile,
continued the case, wing he woold
adt for • beigeng Ni federal court
an him reheat apt the cam should
be handled Na lels oat.
-nu petition. reportedly reed
there win no beer mkt, dispensed or
even ta paeans dein mordwie at
the U. 8, armed forces.
Firemen Called To
Home Early Today
Pitmen were called Ulm marring
to Kirkwood Delve and Oatialina
wises • pillow had been naught on
fire by • chid paying with a
eierareete Rafter
Firemen reported they mode the
long run which is west Of South
leth Rtreet where the holiftelleftir
reported the Ore had hem ex-
tinguished.
The call was recrIved this morn-
ing atiolit 430 o'clock
Drug and to Mary Lou's Dead Mop.
earn Oarnpany
Dinner ler the alleple was er-
hated elt
last night end elehde
two thestres and lej Iter
P.41 :Magrovipie
receive]
braided at Jerk's fleseserant. hid
their ear seriened at McCarty's
Mitten and were an their way home
is Ashur* New York
Menem was provided by Miles
recent
The couple had been vacationing
In Plorttla and New Orleana and
were meeting the return trip in a
leisurely hellion.
Ur Long le emplomd at Sao
readout*, a then which mites deed
engines tor reamed. His Job le
to kelp the eompsr.y inventory at
the proper level
coultriselais four children. all
of wham are grown and 11•119. from
home
When asked If they had ever been
stopped for such sea occasion before
they &mimed in the neenhire "We
have reed about things of this ni-
ture happening", they mit -but
this in the first Ume it him ever
hymned to us".
True local Lions Club, with one
year experience behind them in en-
tertaining heels of the month. has
had difficulty WI finding a vacat-
ioning magpie to entertain Two
weeks age thee deePed 'recta& but
prior ootrenitmentii prevented their
stepping to enjoy the Lora Club
hesplisitty.
kb. and dm. Long asetned to be
Interested with' Murrao the (»Lege
ald Na growth and the general oll-
mate of the area
Legion Will Meet
Owensboro Here
Tha Murray Atneelean Legion
leaeban teem will meet Oirenebeio
la a odoklifetwider steeeltig at 5-00
Pun. aideldly at Holland Maikum.
btondey at /110 pin. Murray will
meet Canton Na the first reand
game of the Rest District Tourna-
ment at Roland Stadium. Paducah
which drew a first round bye will
meet the winner of that game On
I'-
Murray wilt be thine to even the
score will Clinton having lipat
dreibleheeder at bane elertY M
swim end losing a doubleheueltir
at Clinton two weeky ago The tour-
nament should be a rood One With
sone anal pitching on all three
awe Oethev will be tournament
manseer and the officials will be
free* out of the District.
Admission will be SOr for adults




'roman Wells has recently 'visit-
ed him par' rota Mr. and Mrs. Tom
We. Cardirni Delve. minute to
lasewL Plorida. from laCrosse. Wie-
memin. where he had been tating
epeeist Minder lath the Tram
Readeg and Air Oeselliaalag Oem-
Frifiaziwevair Mkstet4.11
Was la it lealleate of Murray
allatol and ate University of
Ketifarlice MO &H. & degree In
1111111theerine shoo
lea a emeters degree 10 Sit
administration and industred Man-
a(ement from the Univerwity of
Kentucky.
Me Ni • ineml. rot PI Tau Sigma
national engineering honor !octets,




Thr-Ary right was Church Sup-
rt at the Murray Kiwinis
rustars of the vtrIcas
ehiathes guests of
' Darrel out-tined the var-
Otis . of !Gwent& Inter-
'oral Ira eteMort of the nherches
1. cae example. said Darnall were
1-;11 nsitio.rA arid
e The ephaer sited th,
ocoon cif the Itl.hishor. id. do Club
Wh ni a toed ors e there to raise
two thacroid *Oars for MOW
in faltered and the smell amount
lad w is at sue be refunded. the
trues Club dot over the earn-
• Ond withal three weeks me-
nded le over eularseldig the fund
Other nationseeipsioldi Were the
rhution of lame prat Wes to
veterahil Ind orber
it Oliesterfitid. . the detra
of more Own 100.000 tem
sotne 60,000 children throughout
 otn by the Biteldilleld. "the
dab the Ad UM
of rood for the Weans Agway
Chos Bey. Ore. In bandy Illpfimpi.
Oa. a loft rat 111.0110 hem the Ki-
Club there Men thet Clubs
. for the Dad made pre-
We the estabhehmega at a church
nd the erviploesiellit at • minister
560 deaf mini In Isetnitsteltsn
These and Meep ether Whines
the sonnet Of lie diorites by
Clam at the maim are
a part Of Stennis IMierneellen-
Min
4 Pasto
rs sew+ were maga Of the
o were A C. ChLea. Oroll Year-
Gary Brook. M. C. Otalleinty.
D
and kelied L. Rimilheil. Other guests
went Marry Ileistans sad Major
Clary /kook, LIS Ai Vice president
Warm DOW1 presided hi the ab-
sence of Paul Sturm who's molter
Ma gamed away.
ON VACATION
Mr. and Mrs. Pe u1 rgua a tad
Mr and Mrs Bill Hurt left - Sat-
urday &Sermon for a two weeks
The former Murrayen will be trip le thane Beach. Plena. They
working in the Miami office and deo plan to go Key West Sad




•s,It 111f1f1 a., snafus
Rev. William Adams
Will Be Evangelist
Reverond William CI &dome Oas-
t* of the Redieett Methodist
Church, Memphie, Tennessee. will
the-thangrest for the -revival
terming en Braright, aggeralmi July
IL at the Sethi% moms Grove
Methodist Church Services will be
held ad& at 10:10 am. and 7:311
VAL 1frida.7. Adys,21. _
Reverend Adams is a keener pee-
tar Of the Lone Oak 33athoills4
Chug* near Paducah. and Pleat
Methodist Church, Martin, Thanes-
fee
The South Pleasant Gime con-
gregation, and pastor. Fteo Hoyt
W Owen. extend to one and all a







doe at Iiimillay'W Critlege
be - held 7-30 'ankle An ttle
belliVom of the Student Deka
Buttchne.
The rehearsal is open '0 the pub-
lic and those persona who are In-
terested in this formalised style of
choral Meting, are invited to at-
tend
The school wee formed to meet
the demands of choral &motors to
become acquainted with the tech-
niques by le Melba Christiansen
and MA son Pall J.. *twee choirs
hare etkloYed allerrational fame
line is the amend Lime this school
has been breugbt to Murray,' State
• 
•
Horse Shows In Calloway County Are Better
Because Of The Efforts Of Thomas Banks
Thomas "nick" Banks sit,. Astride one of the fine thoUnts
he has owned over the pa:, years, as he accepts,another
prize-winning ribbon. Lone a horse enthusiast, Mr. Banks
has been instrumental It: bringing the finett of horse
shows to Murray and Calloway County.
By Dlde Satterfield
Ledger and Times Fester, Wilier
Whet'. a veto an .110a-man IMO I.
WOO seeeedged as • judge by two
national Woods MPS, directs a horse
rime. the public can expert an
A-1 mow
Once agent for the sixth straight
year, Thomas "fleck" Banks has
planned arid organised to night's
Calloway Courtly Home Show, •
fewitare of the Jayceea fair
Kir the last ten years Nick has
been • *sensed estate for the Amer-
ican leddle Horse Apodation and
die Tennesive Walking thwee As-
sociation. He him Judged in In-
diana, TM/10m Miesouro Tennessee,
Arkeneas, North Carolina. thesis-
WPM. and Kentucky He lays be
ready enjoy" judging and he is
most phoned that he has never had
any connate with the exhibiters.
He feels that If a judge can get
through ten years without friction
between himself and his exhale/es.
he is • successful Judge Milan*
enough.  he ayes he often emplites
with his:biters who he 'sill Mate
the next night. In midair Mow.
Although -he win put his horses
to the ring with the °them Friday
night, he will in no manner men-
pet. he Place or prise MT Banks
said Once he is the chairmen of
the horse show, he chooses the
Sellgas. Consequently he clown not
feel it would be proper to compete
with the other Apnea So to hen-
Ina, any poseitbility Of Ii feeling.
his horses do not compete. Teener-
rev night he MA be showing five
horses. He will enter horses in the
five gaged, three gaited. roadster










113 JOSEPH A ST. AMANT
United Press latensatismal.
reeking on the picture. Quest toned
- further by nelesmen. Leighton said
areal Meal Malt be the to aut-
.. I
PAsADENA. Mon 110 — U.S.
acient;sts wEre off to a triumphant
ear( today In their solentifle break-
through which prochiced Use first
-ioecup phattorrsob at Mara show.
ing a height desert area 'and the
edge 'a the mysterious planet.
The first picture, unveiled to the
world Thursday night gave no hint
as to the lthrtian terrain, but
others were on their My from the
Mernwr-st spacecraft. eidee Pro-
late.. of further_scientlficamoirlMge.—
Tranenneeion at the moelid pito-
tograph was completed dangly after
1 • m PDT and the smosereet wee
reported "behaving ressmidlp.." Re-
ceipt of the third einem 'was ex-
fleeted to Sart shortly after 1 a.m.:
pm. officials said. The seeped p:c-
ture was not expected to be re-'
levied anti' later today at the cur-
liest
The initial photo taken by the
spacecraft's cosmic eye Wednerder
alight in its -fly-br" of Mare took
I Mena X minden in transatlantic
I. earth tetickiniz 'tenons — the
dna UsesN will take for ell subs
emennt pictures powebly 20 — 
what the spiescraft s camera shot-
ter.
He linsetted at the idea that thee*
streaks might be so-caged "can-
als" which astronomers once
thougtg crise-ercined Mem.
-We are very plased Indeed tc
here such a good beginning," said
Leal/loin. and in a refeepnce to the
further study he and other sowntietz
all make. -we haven't really scrat-
ched the surface.
Leighton rotated oat that other
*Mlles to be niceived- 1101118-tatt n
at closer range then the fine ate
▪ tumid presumably show bee*
He said it was expected that the
entire set of pictures would ;endure
Information probality 30 times bet-




dscientists" jet  Propulsion a ucah Unit
•
Laboratory JPL hope to get
Metter Remits
JPL Director Or 'realism R Pint-
ering pointed out the mitre picture-
Local and ewe dimitarlea. Orel-
tr"1111"/"Dn Pmeem ""lid ts"  tan Waiters and other spumes
ails.
Itingebe -1111"N° 'citluirev" Wird: ilidihirriew mriterzliiheetubh:harterithe eft:
The RIM ado i taken from a f4 P.11 163-
dames Of about lure miles sham Thu cittbibi chute* 
of the IN.*
MOM all dinwed illederes shad II
mike la Mak aimilardlie te
Reba Lefaillatit Odin* liftYllel
Merit:eater
Na- the photngraphis pleas of the
Mariner project.
The area items he at was TT
degrees nee& MOW and 172 de-
grees met lenglieds_ whiet wait
place it between desert regions de-
sigreetett kg mereincimeri as PM,
Vi and Asartaregia.
When asked about possible ter-
min features * muld Meese la
the photo. Legation quipped. “dh4.6
He said It me haponible at Ole
present tone is determine Madher
contrasting Nat and dart MOO In-
dicated penal* neemidelne sr val-
leys
Pieter' Appears Sharp
Leighton said the edge of Man
depicted in the first piceire ap-
peared "Ss-p" Cloudy areas faring
the Mdge, he sari were apparently
doe to "a certain anoint of fog
reducing the contrast He aid fur-
ther study haii to be made to de-
termite: the came of the to ind
Mother Of Mrs. Joe
Cowin Passes Away
--
Mrs Meacham. the mother of
Mrs Joseph Cowin of Murray. has
suffered a heart attack and that.
according to indormation received In
Murray this morning.
Mra. Meacham was Mitten an-
dtbIlf linelder In Memplin. Till-
mane when the alba* essumiL
(loth Mr and Via Olden are et-
lidding the tmaarras, Offilocka
aridlaller asidon aidlali 1101111151
horse at Orme. Mrs. Mallighillek hese
le between Dukedom anill MIMI&
The body all be returned to Win-
pa. however will wit be atele Until
after tonight.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Cowin teach
at Murray Mate College, Mr. 001PIW
in the Indust:eel Arta Department
end Mrs Cowin in the Mathema-
tics Department
"morel arrangements are howl-
piste at the time.
PLUG FOR BONDS
--
LOUISVILLE — Mode Hub-
• ofImeellie and Richard
Cooper of Somerset ware named
Thursday as cochdtmen Of a Son-
Lucky Better Roads Council citi-
zens committee to plug the propos-
ed 11741 million bond lease to be
voted on in November. The Mahn
committee is to conduct so edu-
cotton osimpalea.
•
mil Mann Club Ma be presented
by Cilleutes C Balm. OWeeehoe of
The Valley District of Gegen Tri-
4eramaa• leak isdalled presi-
dent, J. L indasinte. MN accept the
charter dieing ammonia held tn
the 011yMOre autumn( flesdimor
J. Pax. president of the monenone
deb of Waffer, In* present An
~avid Amur bell to the new
empip. OM= to serve with Mr.
laelibestix diming the !twat year M-
irk Verne Teidor, vier president:
lehhgehre Martin. secretary; Rich-
ard A Meadow's theetirer: Kenneth
listevart, sergeant at area: and the
Rev R E Semer. chaplain. Direct-
ors of the dub are Avid Carter,
Jed Illileasti. Robert L. Ritter.
fleinuel 8. Boaz and Williom IL
Mallame.
Moored rosette include Torn Re-
am. blame of Paducah. and Mrs.
lelbon. who will welcome to Pt-
ductal-12a newly formed Cintsin
Club, and aurae tC' Baker. Gov-
ernor of irdley District of Chiles
International. Own Henninger. U.
Governor of Valley frietridt will In-
Sall all of the new officers. H. .1.
Nix. Hoyt Roberta. Hayden Rick-
man. John L Witnanie and their
wives and others from Murray. will
attend the ceremonies
This charter night will also be
attended he past Valley Mitre*
Governor. Jon Way and Oldie
loon Thts will be the second club
sperraorPri by the Murray club and
It Is maw attempting to organise one
Ye Mayfield
The local Coltan club Iselle 411
tlw more than • Iltemellil
metre service club del Of Clinton
International, hosted dweelettiout
the United Mates and Canada, dow
cheated to "Building hood Citizen-
Lynn Geove Methodist
Will Begin Revival
Revival services will begin at the
Lenn Grove Idettiodist Church Sun-
day. July IS, and ooritinue through
Jericho
Rev. Andel Moorehead will be
the hatheliet Rey Tigoorehaad is 6
native of the Mealae area. Be has
Nerd _amend appointmente In the
Medoff nentarance. Including the
Indoor, Wiley Masa HUI charge
and llrusliten Pled Mere& He is
preendly pixie* the Week Peon-
&don Mftlierny Waite Clothip.
Services MI be each day at 210
pm. and 7:45 pm The pastor, Min
Archer and the mernherthip of ad
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• FRIDAY - JULY 16, 1965
-Quotes From 'rue es
t Winn PitL".s Wraith ATIONal
PASADENA, Calif - Jet propulsion laboratories director
Dr H. Pickering, answering a newsman's question as




data from Mariner-4 revealed no magnetic field on the "red
platter .
'IIthere are any Martian men, we feel fairly sure they
dung use compass needles to get around very effectively."
1100ALUSA. La. - Robert Hicks, vice-president of the or-
gihtration spearheading the-Mrs CHM-Tights dernOnStratiOftS,
,conimenting on the arrival of the Justice Department's top
re.cial trouble shooter, John Doer;
"I wonder what he has to offer. The City and state is
powerless We will see if the federal government is powerless."
SAIGON - Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara
--steeling Vietriamme-offieialio-oo--kin-depiarsed -for-a tour-
ti* war-torn country: • .
"Three American presidents haw 01111111111dtted the United
S ates to supply whatever adidsisopp year government re -
q tests to carry out its campaign to defeat the 'Communist at-
tempt to destroy your nat" •
"We propose to fulfill that commitment."
-
a
Ten Years Ago today
LEIX:Lit • TU1ES FILE
A special meeting of the Board of Directors of the Callo-
way County Farm Bureau was held last night lra the assembly
wn of the County Extension Service Offices to complete
p ans for the annual :picnic The picnic will be held at the
Murray Clty Park July 23
A. P Slaughter really has a garden this year 14 *iMi.1
II- a monster cucumber to the Ledger & Tunes offlee that
Lpped the scales at slightly over one and three-fourths
pounds"'
An old fined stitpelite dinner was ratio July 10. honoç-
ig tileti tatitertes Viggo oil hat Sten birthday at the
hcArier . V- TOT. !fleshier* Street. 
ray
Mx and Mrs Leslie R Putnam have returned from a two
weeks vacation on Put-la-Bay Island. Lake Erie They were
the guests of their son, Dr Loren Putnam and family
JONES DRIVE INN
BEST BAR-B-Q IN TOWN
Curb Service At All Times




 I on roetter dupe
Aithrurh the Wage aLfINIS PIM
II 1011111.4ter 4 In the beinfintel
court •hc debtor cont.inuee to be
cabbed a uebtor' - rimer a ingot-
rugs In • typical ame it theft
the way-
i •
The debtor agrees to tura weer •
flied percentage of his weekly
sages Co a court-appoused trustee.
sho metes regular payment* to the
.:rerbtore In return. the debtor is
oreteMen tram wage attachments
.nd most other forms of premium
1
 oy enteffors. -
V^ •
THE LEDGER TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
/ by %Mena Bassettilieturds. evening guess of Mrs.
, Berths Intl were Mr and Mrs.
Hugh Fuqua aim nuidreri,
Mr and Min. But C..Vago and
ohildreu vaned rekuves lti Ken-
tucky recently
Mrs. Agne. Hassell of Lourwille
nsPendlot a few days with nest-
tires in blaytekl ,
Mr and Mrs Bobby Besuett and
chaaren bare named bath to then
1
14 CADILLAC' Collie iSeVKie. Poll* -and air. she',
a local car with 15,000 actual miles. Clean as new
'63 PONTIAC Catalina Spark Coupe Ventura with fac-
tory Installed bucket seats and do ible power She -
a Iccal car with a new set of Urea She's slick as halt
own mule's hack
VI CADILLAC Sedan Willie with full power and at
Ky car and sharp as a brier
IS CADILLACElderado Coupe. Full power and air She
stick as a hound's tooth
'MI PLYMOUTH 4-beer Sedan.
'5/1 OLDSMOBILE
'57 BCH K Roadmaster
'Si (BEVY 'SS OLDSMOBILE
'57 FORD 15 CHEVY
'SS IWICK '57 FORD
'SI ChM/
•




14116 Male Street Plume 783-111S
••••••••...
.1a Mort. the Wade Merrier !Ma
alga at debtor tame to pay Ma debts
zraituaLy. under the protecting snag
41 the court It requires an OK by
Mitiorny of the othethrof credi-
tors. and she to/ iftw mart
Uncle, whoa eltrominalsinces will
t he court approve, debtors avail -
aides' Tnere are twit. Mean teats
1, Financial -- The debtor's
rarniny muse be large enough in
propel-140n to Ina debt bientert. to
ewe • reasonable chance of sue.:ess
As w rule, the court will approve
only if his debts can be paid off in
not more then three years, ming not
more than lin 01 las Meow
' 31 Monti - The &thew MUM have
an earnest drake to make good on
his oblimeeepa. even at the cost of
Prolonged belkaightersing and
ny-plesiting AIM la mon cases.
his wife moth there teL tore
The Wage learner Phn"ler-not an
may .aittenotive Nevertheless lam
year about 17104 debtors chow that
any et keeping the Maas of non-
ruptcy from their reteard
Ter. even though debt is not am-
%bred SA sinful as it once was,
there atik are a lot of Job inplice.
teem 'and credit forms that auk
the question -Were you ever a
bankrupt,' .
. and Mere still is comfort in hewg
a person who. Ike Henry Wads-
' worth LOViefrnrole5 village black -
smith 'looks the stint, world lei the
fast, for he owes not any insa;
seepeet-
Almanac
By Label Preis laserwatimal
Today is Friday. Jul) 111. the




The moon is approaching Its bet
Quarter
,Illar morning Mara are Saturn and
Jupiter
Ttse evening wars are venus and
Maga
'ew born today are under the
won of Cancer. Mary Baker ad*.
the founder of the Christian Eleimme
Comma. erm born on this day in
1821.
On this deo la lasu-ry
_4_13910, CoaFeeti estaplutsed the
-Distrect of Octientas as ithe per- tftuane 6416 lhawray-
iniaiant sea of US government. ' Mr.and Mrs. frthb Dun° mml
ma. David parnics. became suit axe hulloing a nito borne an
the first U.S. admiral as Congress rughwa) 
151 near Log:Ismer.
passed an eat ooriferraw Use nu* Ail% "Id
 Mrs 3"1"•10 tilmicaea
of rear adolirat' upon tam 
and grancoon ul Ms. and Mrs. Rob..
• 1tt VW at 5.30 a m EDT the Arm 
let 1*.#409 UI YPeasegi. Moab. were
„wigwag. NV 
of
an amide Sunday guest of Mrs Matter Jones.
- Space scientist Pickering noting that bowl; look *frece 11, New Ideehee• 
Mr and Mrs FLgiert McGee from
In INC Sen. Barry II Clelikeem
it-Aria, accepted ate 111451111001111
presidential nomination Vet ineet-
quoted line- from that appeals was
"Extremism to the defense a 
erty is nonce - ontlereglos 10
the pursuit of niftwe n rinvirthe.."
A :hyoids tor day' Russian
mu nor Fvodor Dostoyersky asirk
"I he awn is a nimble NSW* . .




To the wage earner drowning in
a see of debt, the Bankruptcy Ale
offers two knee of rescue One is
bankruptcy etseU, %hereby most of
a person's deb, art loved out Lew
year about 116.000 individuals chose
that course. ,•
The woad aiternatives gab-lush
OM SO well known. has barn raining
favor weed* In resent years. Celled
11. mem the weekend with tel
mine J. if.. Pitman.
Mrs. Leo McGary of Memphis is
spooning a tea ck.ys anti her mo-
ther ano has Jun returned home
trout the iturnry'lfuspital.
Pao. and 34.1 b. L. H. Pogue and
i-sen at Henderson. Kentucky -were
Monday eventing guests (.4 Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Ctinstetnero and Mania
around Duidesiater,
Mr: and Mrs. hewn) Sri/era el•
lisadersen. kanemay were Monday
mamma reuses of net parenta.
UV. Jess.Darnell„
Mrs. 1.str+-Caisee and
dausaiar Indiana -Ma curs-
a aditaga,,Itt and Mts. Robent L.
omitted 5iLO ins Sunday a:ter-
Aus, Bertha NM um* one day
tast wee with lin. Mamie Gime
sou in llaytwia
Mr. butt Mrs. tart Chnstenberey
•iad as the.- Stalete 14211-
..00nlear add M.o. Writ balsam
sod Mis. Jimmie Pm and sun.
IL:s. Ciayoun Hill end
titulars:in from Mums spent several
times las area vat& resistive* in
r•**1***C1L)
Mr., P.ra Diddle and daughters
inns alLeinsan samen pert of -ha
.ein sit reseireus hi KAMM*,
M,.  tame McCiary Ines T.
U. vesting her ado& aild MEWL
Mt hurry Colima of Mennals.
Teanesee spent soirend day's Men
...rue it...Ms ern friteeds.
1.syrou Yeesigtheal has re-
tailtahume from vestar4 reagaleg
lita4lan.
Mailcd1011- &
Mooney swim of len. Mame Jame.
Evening smatter* scar Mr, sod Mrs, ,
si=Mec.oy awl ohnilren of
• Usk e. Owy are ea
to ta.eina
Mrs. 0,a Amens spent a few days
, thank
Me sera with ner vaster Lids, Lidie
! Chortle Hate and faintly named
the Carney Plan. d Amiga- relatives lo Keritaxit) recalral7
ed for the. persoo who la ready. , Mt and wre. Jerry Kortaidd and
delta -,- if anis l a can base ;.{ra.usenceher.
nag. and able .eventaillY, to Par son *ere recent rumors of has
brat-bugs theli to Au he finances Mr and Mira Hugh Dowth awe I
Thursday everting aural Of Mn.
Saab frineley.
iers Jimmy Caner and children
hem Lableworth blonds ved her
mother
Mies Vickie Gamble apart the
nigal with her grandparents.
Mr. and Mrs, mere Unmet front





elIONOWTID ROM MAINIT1N13 ander 10161thrf10w. St. Louie
nendegda Becipunta •guluable Jr. and Diem agmmanra)d,
serseibearta mince Mitt school. Jake their vows to an old
log eaegali la caboida III. • Insiourt law more than 100
years GM forbids Negroes and Mongolians to wed Omura-
Lana Ago:Waldo le part Filipino, and itiseouri elibeals
mid be goatlike as a MoWian.
Long List Of 'meet Pests
Ate Cited As Home &Meths
Ufft-0101011. Ky - There's •
bong hat of insect pests for which
Iscmeowerirs slunid be pn guard
DOS. says Drit. L *Dim 'V it
cooperative Zatension Persia into-
rwirghit.
They are.
l'eas: They treed hi bowie place*
a •irre Pet dogs bed down, in gram
C cellar &Mir. ate Dun
th ar-ela every two weals .with
c.he of these. Sevin. manithiest.
• lincisne_ or metheineider.
D..t't forget the. pet, too
Kat Leal larvae iweemet
of this pen ere feeding on Chnisee
tins.Spray with DDT Or 851 0P-
U.. the wettable powder of either
of these at 3 to I tatempoinshils
per g..11on of miter Spray under-
s.de of leaves
Clue*: Dampers. bakers. etc.
are neberal prey dir these tiny red
sew. Use repellents each as or?,
or 413 or ON. Agrply repellent to
arras and WO act ancral by els-
tams, pan- indhabsed a( trouser&










cannot onele ingthence front *
private insurance ourpany
4 You cannot. however, carry
more than a10,000 vetetala 01 M.
sinranCe.
Owen oleo added that If the
Wiir.d Weir II or ;tureen Oonflict
Veteran does not lane a service-
tonne:iced disekelky be ru'r file •
Veterans of World and sharp with the vi-
Ike Koreas Danenct emoindld. irrepass fit Me WOW colliikeh-
ootiai by Dines B. Owen, Amber is ng mak disability Kai th 
eserebY -
l
of the Yawn!. Miniat-**11110in , taftLabing eligibility 
for insurance. 
iana Office. Louleeste. itentociry,
is they Inlay be able to apply for Owen 
atso pointed out that under
service Lie ineurance. ttie reopened el, irellmont 
Prollreen
409,4 rua) be made between 1, veteran 
to cot requited to PUr-
May 1 Iist3 and May 1, 1966 on.re a fub 
410,000 pc:KY. Lessor
, Wen that to Is, eogibie amount. rneY be 
Purosissed• Bs-
for this inoiranee tierriely low 
ratr* are sv.ilebie. A
01A00 modified tile insurance pol-
l. You must have had service be. at  can ',Atte as
:been October 1940 and January 01.76 a inoai.n, or sa won • week,
1957.
2. Yountm have a service-con-
' otctil ellat isaitty heM orer not
you are mom receiving convenes-
bloc.
you de we, ban a sumo Weat oachray. 
Lausanne. Ken-
dashikis you iduaa bays a now tucks., or by te.ephonng 
lICP5111 M
setvice dash** so severe Met you Louisville Kenturitt•
as arrival below vii has cee-
-Ants: Pkitinotiine now in carports,
Onion, etc Spray one 91 Rene in




Preen: Them .-4-- 
/El** 
aler ye.kw Initc.; :hey are
_flue&s. Con-
ks; sitireethe to Settee_
Itee4feea. • forth. -n -1 ternperit
Urea and in .tist c 1. -Ai mush as
inbishiment bra. eirC7S.: Usea i e
Dirt chordaye. tr.e. walathiou
citaanon in t . nem,. :Do not
treat -clause .4*V:tilt Wirer' to
hoenno Dtpterei I percent sugar
bait aleo ellatkive.
Baiworma Theme paste Wm ever-
'teens otetatiolnie. Wray with e
e.f the fallowing Sevin.




he per gadon of waier Make •
Mani treatment 10 days later.
, Pine bark Aphid %Witte. woolly
batches on trunk and limbs of
Soften and Auatruin pines mean
that this newt a present. Use awl-
*Owe. two tempoOlthills of the 57
paircact strew* sasointiab.4 con-
Wignite in a smIllen al saw or
Madam. two tempos:dub of the 26
SWUM *add eanzentrate in a (Al-
lan W--wider Meanie sulfate aide
oan be mid; follow Isbell directions
for the material.
Pt, Milks metiatielige. Weems tat:
lkie IMO directiOns Mr Wang aid
:=1...ailleinerst. Ose your ca=agent. 1( mince is
ed and spire the birds.
War U
liesithethi Scab r t& ttwths-
repeal chigeta en infigtv.M trees.
•Pbiy to MU, Aiwa with the
pere- weekiliebbt eswesw r ate of
inalagla et sits lablsisisan-
••••••PRIMMIN.=• • ••••,,,•-•••••,- r•
Mr Oitti ,asd full informaden
en Us. re.pened 01 1.15t.ranze pro-
galim Say be ob,..i.ntd by wItung or
Meilen the F agt.tns. Otfice a11406
GET GIFT PACE
BOULOGNE-SUR-ME, France 01
- Tourists arr.virg here from Sri-
' wan p•bb. I and s poet! their way
thrctign F.-ance Wednesday, oour-
esy of Pre.loh Cul,-Vrt* Official/
and the French Tour.st Bureau
Cusumn officials here. at Caleb
and at Strasbourg were handing
out small ..T119-
ped en trt-ce.eg rObtas to gi*,:t
feraign cauraa arida* on the




THE WINDOW AIR CONDITIONER
THAT HAS EVERYTHING
I I.TRA ()VIET - HIGH CAPACITY - SPVIAL LOW




III M ltth Street Murray, Ky.
.iir-Igrt1.11110111,-,*-••-• ••••-•• .
cote Otis ItPlOVAL
blOSODW 11% -- The &meet bpie-
ertanent. atter • nastab ot watchful
ethane, Cave *Mama einire'Fill
wedneadar to the atmll the Amilted
Agerian President Ahmed Seri Bel.
la
Tie Soviet news soma Tem Mkt
Preenter /Demi N. Kootmetetna
encamp kl ow mew
bead of the nee amenennit,
coagratulauns ban sal "widaing
aim grist mores. at 12140 MI6 1160
.0 the benefit of the Algerian peo-
ple"
HUSS KfWANIS-Dr. Moe
Ease Jr. Marietta as,. den-
bit. Wm the victory Aga
.be bang diosen president-
elect of Elwants Internation-
al at Onneetion in New VEIL
••
Going. Going, Gone
. . . that's the chant of the ancii.oneer you will hear
Saturday afternoon at 3 p.m. gjjavior Motties
used car itte
With approved credit you may buy with absolutely NO MONEY DOWN. Low
weekly or monthly payments. On the spot financing.
Over forty cars will be offered at AUCTION . . . Models mostly '55 thru '60.
Maybe you just need a motor or transmission, or body pert' - - or you're just
plain tired of walking arid you want low cost transportation - an extra car - a
work car or a cheapie to drive to the lake.
••••••
needs in low cost transportiflim . . . just don't miss the big
14, SATURDAY AFTERNOON at 3 P.M. on TAYLOR MOTORS
AR OT . . . 4th and Poplar.
jIMMY:c:POPER will be the
FREE. 'REFRESHMENTS will
YOURSELF A BARGAIN. .
day afternoon, 3 p.m.!
Auctioneer - Taylor Motors will be your host -
be served - HAVE YOURSELF A BALL - BID
. Just be sure and be there this coming Satur-
40 or more cars to be auctioned . . . 2 Ruicks - 5 Chevrolets - 1 Chtlitlet, 7
1iodges - 1 tteSoto - 4 Fords (including 1 'T-131rd') - 1 Mercury -6 didifniobfidii
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Week of July 17-July 23
flan. Mni Aav threagb Friday
• 1:45 Farm News
P410 Country JuncUan




410 I Love Lucy
0411) Andy of %Carberry
1010 The McCoys
,11111 Tone of Life
'ye Robert Troutt News
* I • 30 Search Pow Tomorrow
II 45 The Doldtng Light
02110 The world at Noun
i1-86 0.d 'rime Singine Convention
11:10 At The World Tumor
-el Pa eyesore
1-10 Home Party
200 To Tel: the Truth
115 Doug Edwards Newt
1-30 Edge of Night
300 The Secret Storm
30 Popes'. and ?Oen&
400 Air Show
V1 r'Ret Evening Nem
Saturday, July 17
Grileinaghle-
719 idea Ifni Variety Shim
MOO Alvin Shoe
▪ CM Tennessee Tuxedo
• 11-00 Quick Drew 'Aeneas
010 Mte>ty Moues








6:00 Loyd Theron Shaw• e•fie 'Newness
II15 Radar Weather





11 :10 Saturday Beg News
10-4$ Rader Weedier
10 50 Todey..irt Sports
00 Fievire of she 'Ws
July IS
5:00 Sunrise Semester
7:00 String Thew in Dixie




0-30 Word of Ufe
1100 Parr for Today
11:30 Popeye
1200 Summer Sports




$40 Death Valley Days
4:08 Lamle





910 What's My Line
000 Sunday News
• 6:15 Rader Weather
10:20 Woods 'N Waters




5:30 Today in Worts
ifs 510 To Tell the Truth
7:00 I've Got a Secret
• 7:10 Summer Playhouse
5:40 The Lucy Show
11 -30 Movie of the Week
111 -00 Mg News
11: 11 Radar Weather
19-10 Cmg Retorts










0'00 The Doctors arid the Names
000 Sig News
• 15 Radar Weather
10 10 minor, Dollar Movie
Wednesday, July 21
1:91 leevonest
• 0:15 Radar 
Weather
11 3111 Today In Orris
4:30 Hollywood Talent Scouts
7:00 My Living Doll
710 lieriety
8:00 Barber !Meteor






• 10:10 My Laving Doll





7:80 My Throe S0110
4 30 Tadao. In Sports
• 'he 1/lunettes
'7 -00 Perry Meson
COO Spend of Ths Week
830 Celebrity Game
9 00 The Defenders
'1 00 Big News
Oil Raider Weather




,4•211 Today in Sport.
7:111 Oars Willams
11:08 Our Private World II
1:341 Vacation Playhouse
0:01 air Wrs Papa
70:00 Ng' News •
10:15 Warr ?Arbor
10:10 Today In ewer
10:20 Tilos of the 50's
12:10 Nloltit Train
chaniGia 1;
Week of July 17-July 23
Wig Niesdaa lineage friday
-0 traeaWther. Timetable
0016in Mln-ites
755 itla Vibe anower
7:15 Jake Nees and the Impair
1:30 News with Jim Kent ,
740 Weather with Gil Orem
7:46 TIM
• Oapla OtOOkJ Crete
5:1111 Ikanpar Room
•le Orem °oat
10:311 Pr be le Right
11:111011011na Reed Show
112* Frage Knows Bast
12:111 Ribes Geer
12111 Aim Sentihern
110 Were Ilm Aotion Is
1:3111 A Time For Us
1:48 Pews Poe Women
2:88 Donors! Hospital
2:10 Queen Par A Dar
3:0 Trailmeater
ISO Supermazi
4:50 llicirey Mouse Oita
'50 11-Rile News
11:46 Weathered*?




dig are Allen Show
it :IS Five Garen Minutes
Ilialerday. July 17
131 NOM Weenie and Timetable
1:1111 illarmere Akoonoc
101 Is. Wag
5:30 ChellreMs Gospel Hour
0:00 Copt Orook's Crew
It SO Corkers
10:80 Porky Pig





410 Wide World of Sports
5:50 All-Star Wrestling







7:00 Ovad Igihe Answer
COO Glowel Shigl og
9:00 TV Creel Time
11:30 The Obrideplases
5:46 The 1.0hig Weed
10:0 Basco 'and Cecil
10:30 Null Winkle
11:50 Diecorery
11:38 lair Unto My Path
111:150 Oral Roberts














11 46 R Waxy
eleallaiy, July II
▪ Ructleberry Hound
4:30 Voyage to Bottom of Me Sea
2:30 No Time Pot Bergeoina










• Wednesday, Jury II
$:0/ Tor Beer
Sill Oink, & Harriet







7:55 The DOINIII Reed Show





900 Jaiwn) Dean allOW
Friday. July 23
3.00 Dinah Shore Special
5:00 Weedy Woodpecker
6 30 The FUntatonea
7 00 Stoney Burke
s 00 AddendiMy
430 Peyton MOO
ri 00 The Datong
Channel 6- WPSIXTY
NBC -
Week of July 17-July 23
Daily Woodsy tbreagb Friday
7 00 Today Show
9.00 Romper Room
9.25 NBC Mot ..ng Repot%
9:30 What's This Song
9:55 NBC News
I0:00 Wed Inauturatioe to 4:38
10700 Concentration -\-
10110 Jeopardy
11:410 Call My Miff
11:30 I'll Bet
.1 as NBC Day Report
,1 00 News, Farm Marten
72:16 Pastor Speaks
12 30 Let's Make a Deal
12:55 NBC News
1:00 Moment of Thiel-
1:30 Tbit Dodos__ .




3-30 'lam Mist 1•11
11:30 Truth or Coneweences (7%.
4:00 Powys
4:30 IL T. W. Th. &NEWS
4:30 P. Dance Party 31 515
5:00 M. W. Car 54








I Oil R r D -110






30 00 Dennis the Menace
t0:30 rue7
III 00 NM 4




5. 15 Channel 6 News
5:30 Mil Anderson Show




8:00 Net. Night at the Movies
10.00 Saturday Report
10:15 Wedded at the Movie
Inallay. July 18
7.00 Faith Mr Tbday
730 Gospel Megan




10 00 This Is The Life
10'30 The Antiwar
11 :50 Popeye
11 30 ?tie 6
1230 Prentiers of Faith
1 00 Weekend et the Moven
4 00 Encore
5 (-1 Meet the Profs
Sit. Sports In Article




to ne News. Weather Sporn
10:15 Weekend at the Movies
..1111eaday, July 19
Flo Korea
7:00 Man rivet U N C. 1. 11..
8.00 Andy Williams
9 :00 Alfred fincticock
MIS News Picture
10:16 Weekend et the Mortal
Tuesday, July 20
6:30 Mr Novak
7:30 Moment of Pear






















9:00 Jack Peer Shin
10:00 NOM PIONO
10:15 VOWS MOM
The Routine Of Television Next Week Will
•
NCa "The Man from U N C
A eters;-regent gets a ha
riper Void Mr Affair"
drier to make' gercel.
'frowner Plottome" on OBS has
---vAraws and Paine:" 'Trouble, 0
easy enter who decides to move II
a hem hire.
CHB revives the • Glynis", sere
U Wt sight-weee reptectwilkat fat
"The Lucy Show" Glynis Jain'
The CRIB variety how with Al
Hirt presents Hermes:Cs Hermits,
AMen 1.-herlagin and Woody Her-
man and ISO band.
NBC's "Flipper and the Meptuint."
"Such men are Dangerous" is the
mit eye," moving southestauty,
centers on the tringes of the reced-
ing South Pole. The poles caP. whose
%tide a_ warenee is believed canned
by a thai hoer froR or Ice, Is
generally obscure.] at this time of
8ear by an atmospheric haze. •
By JACK GAS ER Friday Matterhorn at Zermatt, Switzer-
United Press international -Cuceis of the Little Merrnakl" kind, and the Masters water ski
NEW YORK ISPI. - Only the Mims is repeated on NBC's "International championship at Pine Mountain,
Universe beeutY Ingest* on CM Showtsne".
Maui day roght clistanta the MU- The final einsode of ABC's
tine nature of the schatisige of the "F DR" docutoentwy series is "Go-
Mies soon netaorts next week. /nig Berne," dealing with the death
Details July 18-24: uf Lile president si 1045.
Sunday The CBS "Vacation playhouse"
NBC's "Sunday Encore" * TO- has "Starr. Fret ainnini," story
pest of the documentary ailed of a baseball rookie Mao bas an so-
-Ching-ins Matikla: the new Al2- ciderst, that lemerdiain lib career. new
 episode on "Secret Agent" for
The Jac* Pear Mtistse on NBC IS 'cl38. Agent Drake Masquerades
 as
7h-i repeat for the CBS - rwen- a show featuring ildwia Csoudet. 62' ex-convict 
secret wietittY.
oeth Centeno- program is Phyllis Diller, Jul Bum, Avery NPC's Saturday nigh
t movie is
Tang to Hate," a dmr.unentary a- titsireaber and rotor Spier& "Wil
d Is thivAlifind," starring Anw35
bent youngsters a various eoun- I Saturday 5sa4na0- and Anthony Quinn.
NWliving trentionteuely-ist Wide World- -le Sporn" Mew- Universe-beauty-ingeashM1---
-Arena international stallalf 01. de.is with the c/inibligr of the telecom. Ilve from Miami 
lege& •
"NBC Sports In Action" cane, p-a •
SO. sle alma a: Purt 
L"gitbiv' rietures Tothe Airboat Amailintion
of Florida grand tro,ihy -reoe in the n
Walt Dleney's repeat for NBC is e Taken ByWeemplides.
lila. Ste Off-Best Sire."
CO beret ftworey Doyle, Jackie
Rd Ikelvan's repeated show for
S 
 M •
Vernon. Kir Stever and Char- •it
II. -Drake. - - 
"The Sunday NW Movie"' on PASADISIA, - 
The 0e-
L• wilb Men McLean dent from earth control called for
and Charles Notation. • I, Antnicrfs Mariner-4 space carnal*
Mende, 1 le get st: lave 17 pictures of the
Orr Marx-end is MGM IA FL
-Assuming everything dis warbit
tight. solintla at Jet Prellskist
+
Isherakey were MI6* to guren-
tiTh 31, however, appeared likely to
the bwer figint Shots la thou.
turn up Wolk -the rear of Me
oinnali aim moving into the Meet-
nieht-wes. . ,
The 627 television catrea. th
Keith Andes mar vision bocet ed by SO-gemer 111
.-
In the "Ben Cagey reprise for 00016. targeted 00 a 1110-aikke-
MO bather accuses his son of be- wich AAP of Mere nufelgeg 
frown
ing a hjpedunridelec due to coerfthe rd.* 
of the aselhoon hoer -
erg by the mother
Be Disturbed (?) By Miss Universe Pageant
ariner-4
there tb, the fringe of Its South
. Pole. stleAl, wring hes begun to
Tuesday rabble at **Noway. 1
-A Cry in the Mitre" Is repeated The picture ildkedule.
I
en ABC's ̀ Combat " A ?reveal wo- Nu 1: At • range of 9.436 mink I
min searches for her behY 6 the Mariner-9i First picture oersters•en •
war of bare. I the Wrirse. a somenhet rear
OW 'Ws sandier "H0167001 lh- area brilliant red in color. It °come-
r& froalla" variety hour. tority spotted with wheteLigand-
1111106 ow.. Dr, Wien* Mairt- bly ryort or bo..__Irsidocoung it amp,
bon and Norman Herrington Ira be fairly high plateau s0oeeMtM-
laWbed in the "Peyton Pace" Pro- the areas of the wagers litilled
Nam an ABC. , i theeds. ..-
- 1111109 "Huilabdoe" ir's shir-1 ' No 2' Treriurn Chareelle. a so-
,
hoer Or /116111•66 Dandeal• w 4 t hapr "sseelr MI6 six cami-Ilke
ark pgiligiunin as lands Beneseln. naming WWI tts diet: veto-
Pan sad ibleta and Dionne Wile- isti maw She spokes on a wheel.
cl wick- 
fThlelleen Obrellit on the south-
,
Wednesday 
ire' rim righelsaimrearth li
be 
ke a. rubor-
The repent its NBC's' 'The Vii- =nix,' 
111 
.11:nd pallet, appipbe 
of
tiny.
ignista" 1111.01•01 a lather and son Its Me.
• and a kr& secret in an attempt
to help a gie out of a rseuntein I Nei° 6 "'d Za"A•Yria- 'ma"Id the rust-hued deserts thee some
wilderness. !sneerer think may be connsond
ABC's "Shindig" has Clary Lewis i oi unionitr. sit iron compound am
and the Pekshom Judy Miler and could account . for the color.
the Sir Douglas Wart: 'err
othere.
NBC's trio:vies is "Parr iranta."
starring Hch Ibme end /more Ball.
Thereby
'Daniel Boone" -on NBC repents
'The Rawson.- in which Mrs.
Reoners kagribeent tither tuna up
end Is relented by ha daughter.
-"The Ors of the Red Ming
Boots" le encored for Perry /Oman's
etemtiny on CMS. The murder of a
Wen* on her wedding eve reveals
610 1111,611116 persona were upset Rt
Ne prospect of her nswelege.
Wow Dean's riper tor ABC la
5_u festortag Jane Morgan, Ed-
dy Arnold end War Clerk
Nos. S. 9 and 10: Them thews
'rare pictures. ecleirees espiat-
ad_ would be the shorper at du
salsa iodate thowling. abbots as
snail as two man, long. As 100-
00-4 Milmached to within 7,I1W
miles_ its "eye" re to fors an
Mere Onereiten. one of the Wet
-ems" teat penoctiorly gams ha-
ter and emalicr Mare Chaimedunt
has moved 15 degrees further north
Rue 11106
Hoz 11. IS end 13: NW another
deer, Mors. a bright ma goose-
elled ovai-diapest rem millesey be-
the squalid and Oho Ikea
Pcfle.
Was. 14. 16„14 awl 17. The "exis-
$175.cao 0043 SITE SUIT - l-Aeoy .°041•wollOY at
Waterford. Mkt.. cuddles K. 'n. her 11-year-old Pekingese,
which I. the subject of a 51. ,/00 suit. A Detroit man al-
lege* Robin bit him, causing un to fall and injure himself,
Kra GoldswoWity clams Robin Is a good dog, and even





In lag Meer* ghat lb the
admiabisallani Pamir, Ina
'uplift developed intio siithhig gam
arg-taw Ida • parka Wareglii
prelt.bwrel It Is on re mew of
beemerg a national scar*
It is a era/verity diet the agency
set up to run Ube War on Poverty
is called the Ord of Monomile
Ootrortunly. It offers opponent*
ail right-not for the par ram It
is suppme1 to help, but for the poll-
deem and their erten& for whom
they secure hash-taring Jobs It has
now developed thet the larger pert
of the Poverty funds are ming to
pey the asisries of those oho fun
thu earious project. conceived to
Siget poverty end they are many
sl reled.
The teptify Is elm headed up by
a nab 11011s0 Illigfiser. who disan't
know II* 0000 et a *Ow; a
asaa 110 ratio wir 010
the 'Failisat Osseinumit
O0 bir 0011 thr hub veld Ihr
easserikk on• Id Pee ntht, •
man tilsa Nan raA the critlibin by
outigrinfttal_ aancettrea. gad in
ef feet tille them. 'I row Wilt."
IL Itassesent hoer many taw ibe
ONba of Iloonomic Opportunity ow
Mint gp to tight poverty. One geta
Ille Suprema:in they me middy
WON foe 141110 to spend moneY
N it are not such a serious mat-
ter to War barons of dollen of
the IMIPMese' money and add to
SO. MOM m the national budget
some of the thengs now bean draw
In this country under du =me of
ant:I-poverty would be hadkatalll.
For inennoe. 001300 80 wee ap-
propriated to teach 80 women In
Ober County. in West 70001.111111R
hOW to 0001 I 16410 not announced
how arse a staff would be needed
to train these women, or rely
thy/ wort be obtained or how
osur they would be paid-but it
would be a ate bet that sity of
the 05 wonan already knows bow
to cook hotter than the tare Waif
cd lealthestramit together! Al they
need te exastialog to cock-net to
in Mired how to err eimedsIng
they havenl pd
Or of the lavere prolents of
We War on ?west) has been the
1011013o9l1.eod Youth Corps One of
eserim$60. we. aretat is Olds- '
1066 CIS, en May atis. with NM
Mem bigilappg at 51* pee hour
witichig Ow Nu city ansl the school
aggro Ilut $01.080 00 iggentAntorl
the the ;000 ran 011it rota July
ht, the project went broke. aref
the 300 ?oaths lost their jobe-no
better equ:pped t...) get a Mb than
thy were when the project dart-
Another favorite project Ms been
to stirt erode air the high-
drop-outs in various oonenumier
Ore r.ai* school was 'Started In one
d our Southern cities lest mere
with a sizable awdenent. but MO-
W three months SO per oar of
i_ulr011Ped_ 006. It is now
rtundod they are going to reit
soother dual to take care of the
drcS-oute who rive dropped Cut of
the 116.-ellit iehool And so sel 11.
Maur
The fist of thew centers ear -
abed was located in whet re
fortnerty 6. 111ersburg. Ploridat
Wintingtown. with an aural-
of IN It It reported th_u
giaterhi8ep.Jin, et
oda011011031 01,11110 per seri par
yearaiore Saw bee tetiskii Mds
to send a del to crege. On AIN
Ned. the Meths County School
lissid voted ussmitashitY to mod
SO schtratt *eh the Worreen's Jab
01151, citing is be. at be main
narne be ellegouieue were of op-
ISO one staff member to
enr.rig It has a stet of
each two Otis The notinmlng
01311010r 
 is-
It paid an annual wady
Of 1111.110.00.
Thaw skotraticnii and many
•••
-











LW'S AUSTIN 01100--liar• are two views of President
- .Jekrusoe's Mee Vass b the Federal Building to Austin,
• ghiledeseepperlaor (orrery roofs the emplace.
ft ems ID III Mos Republican allaurent during the 1964
111111101111.* whirs the driaa-allia Feder eiasistructiorL
• 1.0116e. The view from 160 Melt
•
*
ganfOitarl 1.-The SIb am of • 100-toe crane seems to.
be sticking right straight through the roof of this Sallf:k
Calif., nrehouse. but it lenit quits that way The cran•
lifting a 10-tor slab of concrete for the new Fire Depart.
menu drill tower (reart when it topped backward Driver
Bob CallIOUD of Madera got a real thrill.
Rhein could be multiplied -10goli-
ends of Unses in comniunsa
over the United Skates
The people who oonreived the
Office of Economic Opportuniby. the
members of Congress. and In peo-
ple of We United States shouki be
nmeinded that thes nation of ours
Ms been fightane the neaten war
on porerby fur the lerst 189 years
Rut din world has ever known.
They should aim be reminded tiliat
nation las been more sumees-
16 than any orlon in history
and bat this moors 411 net are
from the federal government Aloithe
out rail. ItAs swam bane in the
_asity way lt ask ever c me -by th:
borenmaat Pang tree rein to thc
itnigative and ineentive of the in
needled aft= under the frei en-
terprise anhen, tureens is achieved
' from wenn: it It not oonfeered
from ....then Oluseety Is another
ma, ter
MELTING POT
LOp:DON - Two' Frecids
rendre. an A3g-rion cicrit, a Nor-
zomian girl. • FIntaish boxiest swo
Iranian housewives and an 1:00-
man wort aniong the people chose-
el 'a a kcal court Tuesday a6th
dicipliftang.
PIZZA P111% . . 5-12-16 Inch
TRENHOLM'S DRIVE-IN
Delivery Service - Corr, 0“t Corti Sc 'vice
51•iecialt, •INE FOODS
12th & Chestnut Streets Phone 753-9125
•
BURTON'S
Refrigeration - Central Air Conditioning and Heating
RCA Window Units - Appliances
Mayfield Highway at Stella
Pree Estimates Phone 753-8478
SHOLAR'S UTO REPAIR
"WE TEST . . . NEVER Gl'ESS
ALL MAKES, ALL MODELS - WORK GUARANTEED
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The Ledger & nines .
Mrs. k.01 Jereme Ibmpireys
•
ler gme egro theme Oman of Jacksonville. 'Tem h amonasie the engagement
Mese of their theigther. Meal A. to Dr Inward P bap Crualleedo Chatimatek
I. mei NM. IP. E. CrawhIld of Murray.
lthe Crain ih a gradasate of the UntversUs of Ti
Ann. preellmatass the has hadaL Ancisorege. Alm
South Meehan.
Dr. Oraisteed la • gradmie of Manse hate Od
clam of 19011 Be wes a member of Phe halmalt
mal as tenet of Amschel...kw at the CB Illawy. Map




Mtn Ruth Pulkersoca Mrs. M W.
ruaker•an. ..ad M. Trams Arm-
s-meg boomed Mou Wehtmeitths-
ran. bride-elect of Withelei.1111,010-
Lad. with a per Arm at
toe P....teers-o home
M. Doran C.130111t 63 war tram
1,ar trounsau a y _am then is sat
dram Irian kce trim Her hteres-
sone, ware of Mate Mrs. Wilma
Uorap, matiorr et else boriona sus
'MOW In a *Mai Mt bud with_
belga seermatnia
WM settedamith sable was camer-
as 1101s a Male Medi with • center
nusrd yelkair mem Cread &P-
oem mod to arm the
hid take
Ohne proem sere won In Milt
MEM Lewis and tins Lynette Ma-
•
BIM* hcatestos me sorority
el the onde Apprcaneatelly




MID Illikeird Rowe opmed her
hum an Oardtnal Drive ter the
coereeng01 Cards II of the Wo-
man% Malathary &icIrt at the
tine Reptile Oblifiti beed on Toes-
my. July 13 at alise-darty °clock
at the maraca.
The program on Tetong- war
CAIIND4R
Irrialay. Jury M
Eftcry hour for 5-coa1 through
hearth rade sill be he._ at the
Fable _literary at three pin.
• • • vir.
Sa UMW,. July 17
Obapzer M. P It 0 Siserhood.
lett hire a famSy Picnic at Ruskin*
Creek les-O.< boleti vu be served
at 5:39 pm.
Monday, .fuly 19
Annual Retreat at Wacrteree As-
sociation of Caliche Pi-may-metal:1
atorelt will be held in the Seat-
_tory at it 30 pit
•
Tueelly. July 311 1
Tye Path Dew; Cirelt of the,
Meth-_,ast Church WOOS w.11
neve wits Mrs. Banat CoPeahm-
the bane01 Bereneather, Mrs
Robert Oatellia430 Cliesteu t
Tamil. -it-
• • •
C-Jele I at the Past Metsi,a:d
'nui•ch WSC111 • MK at :he sac-
ii a the ?state at 2:X1 p
-,4rs 23ft 0A-terfte land Um.
VIrail Straw ail be tat ki,stanes.
•• •
The Waerri:V MosionarY Society
al the Vac Bspt.st Churrn wJ
meet at the charch at 7110 p.m ei.th
.he Lott..e Morn 0.reie in charge
the prekgram.
• • •
Stray Lamb:, Ito. 19 Order al
f, Gfs er111 Inset at





Church W xnen's Smarty cf
e er•-1 meet et the home
r•f kg as Prism, yeb•i•=1. Datiroad
-
We'ri•sh•-. J-dy 21
ihe-littfee .7 to- tarn
wale et Cl :41' t"-Pows-
-3 J. ID Cala litzelem 1411
'a Ile f_lhirea ?mei Cithan. Meg
CfiaLth:7, t/3•1
• 7.• c Cs*Jer,th.




v. , 7." 7 w111
-i; . 7M pan
• • •
Pr_RSONAI.S.
: 0,4 IldWard £n-
• c.*trYay Otettt
h 'el a era Rama




24WWWW-Iria-ssr -s-43 ,3:2 •
, aid Ur. mad Mrs. OtGa
• tad Fan se Kara:
•Airalkit 91.4-1thei Nara ...rday
• Birrace fer,.:e. Mrs. Ma-n -
and appr-octang mar- Qom end Ma. &Dia Illindslm
&such Ottawa, an of
me *bare star sits a number of Omura. Phi Da.
Ia.. taa rematch- South Amench. aim! inChanarran.
age nod flalahed Loulienits Medical Scant in the
yMe11 21011 a Laeoteosisit Oannuander in the Navy
eal in Obazsestort South Oarohns.
st Presbyterian Own* cil Malmomithe• Tram
-
ad by WM Illagama Pieter, vise
eat anaiddid by Mr& PM threled.
Ma St. W. Churchill, Bra 0,.
Him aid Mrs Mildred llarlatt
arss. Vadce Orr, none chairman.
paid-i. Masers prom* were Mts.
f W Ery. Mrs UtIle
ted art thaw antearters






The lade at Ma. Bryan Tote,
ch Wait limn Street was the scene
at the mating et the Bermie Taxer
Oath of the Whale eta: limsecy 01
thalman Series* efthe Plan U..
he Church Mid on Tameta4,
Jachig lh at aue-thely °Mock io
aisrung.,
)1.-ligter. was in ellaree
of the pilprain oa sise submit. 'L
the Am Ditteran Prom the don
Clrlanne. wileat LI a part of the
study on -Woolen ha A New Age-.
NEW Tbe demtrican reading from Pro- DELHI OS
verbs ma by Mrs. Tucker A solo, hada reported Weelmallay
Happy The Home-. ims amg by IChimpa trhesmen are in rrtolt
Mns J41111,11 Liagabl sound tte Charm* Communed'
dms eboirmin, who aldnsit =luxe of Tibet in, lath
preemie& Mrs t A Tucker read
U-., prayer of at Prange' tor the




-mr. and Mrs Ha/Wm 1:1011:44111.
Sao Efo. lettrdb. Mid J30rnka hare
stavved Molt luelee Jock.'
.616. 1.66111111110. 11.11 toiliksun( at
Motu*? slod Webb* with
stia. Unlit Mimed Mx sod
abed JAIL Mak sad BMW
musr.y. where OW Mrs'
with I family reunion.
Thom attenotsit Imre. Kr and
Ma. thsi Boyd sad Maw SIMM km-
gm of Murray. Mr. pail Wm J. C.
Aianatat- itha Trod liaddoe. add
:•tr. am Mrs. liammard Anima el
aaaalanst. Mr. and Km Barber Boyd
and Mr. and Mrs. Dersierd °Wm
of Parstorastert. Mr timalutt Is a
former anaemia rif Mmilesid Myth
Duda the Kahl bout Mrs. Toi-






The .retusee reports said gm W-
• eere MIMI So ~fa roa
the motel in Lima from siblich the
• lama Red Mien the COMM,
t•••••1h7rs reear.e
• • •
Me aid Mn Harold "Aar' Tol-
▪ •••• Se! Air.
• be bi.-th Of a inn. Jolut R./ward.
ir.riatra *ma pounds rilne ounces.
cr,rn /holiday =MOB. July 1$
lisaYE haw other 41/100. Gram
14.enam. and Balsa 1116 gr
parcnIa are -Mr and- ISIS. 11f7+.
Taney of Murray and Mb Una Ri-
ves CNunnatne at Arlhaftee mos
Ouirunua. I. Melting her deughtar
4 ad temily.
• • •
Mr. ar4 Mrs. Ea Alasander aon
Mi. Jon, and Moan. bate
roma-rad Istem after • whit
Mrs. A•emadera amen Mia. Way, •
Young and Mx. Ytung of Agatquer-
IIIMA Mom MaXMis. they Mated inaiit
, and lestoncal points
tared memoirs a Pueoki
Veragt and hands Ft. New Men-
• • •
Mot *I Malt is delligis her
dthester. Mira & D. Moll sad Mr.
Hal of Magma Robblah Chergut
toroute she meted her siMmil. SIrs
A et Hargraert Jr.. and litra. Ber-
gman aft Min Prances May a Iii-
lrodede Tenn. and her habar.
Ballard Hay and Mrs mis  of
• • •
Mr and tha. Ocus Sabra R.,
than* their thingibter.dii. D...
Woods and Mr. Woods od Leshigt.,
• • •
Mr. end Mrs. Jams Vaal** M-
aar& sal Mathes% Mfrs, sad
cd Olintam Ind., aled Mr.
lind Mrs. IMporeed Ilkelthmis re-
tunnel la lame Weinimlby af,,
a odor alp le laskageon. By.. a-
lb.. an to Challhalunt. Tenn Ili
were the eweeengla gunda of 1'
MOWS: ft' MN, Iblemorsi woft.
resingtdh. en liciodaY
Dear Aliby . . .
It All Depends
Abigail Van Buren
:.EAR ABBY Siam Januery I.
I ham ant 917 wreaths MOIL
.un mat MuntIng Chriames and
_tee °sera t2 gent hied to dime
wan set-rwell. ilesighttry. birth-
., gradialloa. waddles. Geuther-
). ard new Mkt meth. I go thro-
our local magammer to be sure
ove,e_aAted • birth. in-
bcaern. accident or cies+. I am
a dawned income and cant 'd-
i to tend pleura. but I spend la
h hme firTpla tbt. aelirMaithe
vas ausa. teols:e.tt, to the re-
pRit MY itueettn;
tt app -id to ocithastedge
Is? ar'' 16 out of the 117 pm-
I rent crriels to bath red to let
- hoc* that they received thew
I am Mead in the telephone eh-
reatory. U 4 Nan wrong to aped
thaoks. please tell me
IGNORE()
DILA& IG N ORM: -bred
Perrone arehowleolge earth with a
Intsgeeee colt a ads it a verbal
-theft yesi"-ehould they see the
owe beam having bad the op-
peirialsity to call at write. However,
Ye giver who is switivated pure
thesightfabsess grill mad the card
-el target it. Ye keep a ledger an
-th-sas receivable" ireallests dist
Lb. giver andety interested hi
plackag the burden el gratitude se
mama eninalistaarea However,
the lasimes and beeriallaele et
them who fall to solosewledge a
•-•"-••••••••1"
thearktful gesture is inexeusaine.
• 4' •
DOOR ABBY: We are a retired
maple itho are author all day. ID
the evinhille soloY "Whin" 711'
bat ray builiand prefers the mid
Ishavathn. al deltaic He MA*
DM MUM, alone on our frealtpends,
Ce-alseinei be Miss heethigthiallsaW
otimpasdly. but there is me nei-
ghbor also Is • flemible pad. Ilk*
a bachelor, and /Maly he bee been
coming over EVIiRY MOW Ebb
man bee an cheison on etter711**
and he 'NEVER S1OP6 EAMON°.
He doron't even hear Meat the
other person has to MY. H. far
the ere tyt ions, lonaphit raV Poor
h-oaand soh to me. -I am ao Wed
ce alai man ouaung over bare may
mita How can I gat TM or Ma
t ei_fiiii,yr• My Mama Is • Pill
mina who hates to hurt anyone%
feelings. but this neighbor a a nuis-
ance. Can you advise me?
HIS vat
Pt SR WIFE the say way be
..he the problem is the Medea
way. Tell the pest the a Mee wayl
th.t yea like to be Mem ewe la
a while m he ahead set Mit
Yee algatiy. Its either rent bap-
bands privacy at the pest. s feel-
ing'''. Arid year husband's privacy
•
4.`
FRIDAY --• JULY 16. isss
I. more important then the pest's
feelings.
y • •
DEAR ABBY In 21 yaws a mor-
tified ave tamer wen argument
with my bethand. No Maw how
Man the armament he is eliame
altbs- or he well be * &ID% Me
So argue. Cr perhops I Give up laD
milky. but Jut. once I woukl lbs to
provide 1101 .wrong Mame he me.
I hive ied 91 gourds at the past
•seven minds. Yesterday I men-
elOnad that nom I had keit so much
weeptot,Nny oboes were too large for
me. lat hestand wad no matter
how meek Weight a germs awes, a
doesn't make any difference wt their
feet I eay It does and I should
meow lam' wey thaw are too bee'
weed scar =thee is MI* in Your
Midas My.badScdh at a those
Ithe bin to sot eihrising Matt
and utae.
L it. Ream
blIAti. a. JI year hathead had
bees in yam law fok the peat
seven mrrithe, be would know
thai rut am HAI!
• • •
SOOT, AL
LONDON Cr - liai British Shoe
Corperat-ozt Tuc-ttay It luta
agned a $196 000 corona to sal
36.000 pairs of women's walks*
ION 1114 AIR
WITH CONFIDENCE!




• "he' •- n t,cf•;cers only (AIL:, lat.t
guarantees raf.... _ooling-capicity in writing.
e Le: :Ile 'inside" story on Fidd.rt q.,4,1ty, de
riendablisti and Mr capacity cooling today: ,
Five years on rated
I cooling capacity
II at say tin webs 5 psis Mist OILIs delbary Is lbe effsbil blf-
claw. Oh ROW' am Nit amillemer wale IgeggrAperetig
osellisadi Is Other k sd cap*. thew Oa thine* eat
warn tee Mem= asos~ W il all-11114. Vie
Frigidity, Ithisiee Isfiumaillas•CIMPOLMI NOW*
di Ceedltiew $3001 NS d 85nth Med CeIfl Is
cad Is as wan a dd.
2 Five years onrefrigerating system
Minim warrant the etll ipiidi.$ mataidell fall * eto
eiether for 5 years far rep* of say hylect.
3 One full year on .
T all other parts
Frigidaire war • anti this room it conditioner firad leer tee ,t p
of sh defect.
*art norm* 111111111111ittI•M' Mom
PLUS WONDERFUL FEATURES LIKE THESE:
QUIET COMFORT
...........,, .4.,,, ,,,,,e•le
...„_atiminwli..• feat .1, • i ,rar, n g
S.csz •,s o•-, to
0.- -••111.
-•"••••-.• atoc,iti ribrat.or
:-.4.1.11. 1• 11''" reduce oa se.
-








s'I ll tram the air for
tool, dry car fortlit
..---
LOW COST OPERATION
e Get laqg Coof,ngpower at lower% operating cost. than you mightall illelleis.
aspect.
AND A WIDE SELECTION TO CHOOSE FROM! HURRY IN TODAY!
6000 BTU/hr (NEMA) CAPACITY
Closeout
• 115 volts, 71/2 amps.
• Adjustable 4-way airflow Prices
12 000 BTU hr (NEIA.4)
capac:ty
Magnet,c front panel lifts off
for quick access ta hlterr
MULTI-ROOM COOLING
• Big 19,000 ITIEhr (NINA)
capacity
• Adjustable airflow --
Washable filter
A4PLIANCES ARE OUR ONLY BUSINESS -,--
WARD ELKINS
South Side Square - Phone 753-1713
THIS IS TH E REAL HEATIN G SEASON
Yes, now is the time to plan heating for next winter! See your local Natural Gas heating dealer today ... before
































































































































School 10 00 am
Wcasn.p Service 11:00 am
•Suial.y Night Berme
b..:ur a14J.fl1ur MY? 6:00 p.m
10 Sunday Naas Wurshm Service
&very Ind and 4in
Su n day 1:00 p.m
)(menet Baptist Muni
Main Street at ?calk

















16t31 & Mlle stream
Henry MeRsteMe.
• i.lburch School  9:30 a.m.
Divine Worship 10:45 am.
• 
reysehytertan Youth Pei. 5:00 pm.
Nestmtnater PeLlowehlp for
College Student&  6:30 p.m.
Suit' Plaimint Grove
16•11011114 Church
Sort W. Olten. Meister
Morning   9:00 11211.
• Stmday 11011044 .. 10:00 am.
%waft Ward* ... 11:00 s.m
Jr.•  & Pelloseabip .. 4:00 p.m.
Evening Mesh*  7:00 pm.
Bit10 WM*
(raseday)  7:00 p.m.
-Thesearat 64,es1 Ts/quad.
(Peattesental Chun& et God)
Sermind and Chestnut. Shirray















• Bro. L. D. Wilma, Passer
Sunday School   9:46 am
9 Morning Worship . . 14:10 am.
Leaning Worship   III pm.







T,RE LEDGER & TIMES --- 11112\KKAY, KENTUCKY
An intreslment in KO U- Future
.41111111
Leonst Greve
Chard" el the Manatees@
Ktriume, Ey.
Rev. Wendell Shirker, 1*Am
Sunday &tool  1000 am_
Morning WOrd1131  1100 am.
Sun. Night limbs  7 :0e. p.m
Prayer Benin@ (Wed.)  7:00 pm.
Evening Service 7:00 p.m.
Murray Latheran Munch
Rev. Stephen Illassit, Paster
SuadaY 310330019:15 am.
worship • Service" .• . 10:30 SM.
Geese Plans (-rare& eir Christ
Jeans M. Yates. Mblieter
Sunday Bible Study 10 00 am
Morning Worship 10:45 am
Personal Evangelism Class 6.16 p.m
treating Warshm   7:00 p.m.
Wed Bible Study 7:30 p.m
Clings Char* et Christ
1011 /teeth lit'
Paid Beiges, illtdeter
Bible Study  9:30 am
Morning worship  10 30 a m.
Evening worship  7:00 pm.
Mid- Week   7:00 p.m.
Seventh Day Aidelidilit Meet&
Martin, chapel Methodist Chan&
has. Johnson Leaky: Pastor "' 
Lli.b and
- Such Seniimk -OMR* - -
Sabbath Schots, est. 11111 pas




Sunday School  9:111 am.
Worship Roue  10.30 am
Mehl Fellowship Third Wednenthill
CWP dem Meet. Third Thest114
9:411
10.1111 4.m. Pleasant Vanity Closet& ol
Murray-Pselleriewn Read
0:60 p.m. Levey LIRE. minister
LSO PAL Bible Study 10 00 am.
Preaching eib firm and third Sunday
Cl 11 00 am.












11,ev. Readapt Ahem, ?LaMar
autadry School 10.00 am.
Worenlp Service 11:00 am.
Sunday Night Service 7 00 pm.
Wednesday MOM 7:00 pm.
St. Leo Callen' (.Sterol
MI M. nth Street
A.. Marini liatUegly. Passer
Sunday Mamas: am., It am and
4 30 pm
1-Irdyday and First ?milky: 0:30 am.
and 6 pm.
PiersidIde Baptist crineek
1110 Sandelpn Anna. Paster
W.. B. MoClunton. Sunday School
Ihipertntersient
illiniciay &nom 10 00 •.m
ger vice 11 :OS • nt
Service 7.00 gm





Poplar springs Magnin Mardi
Bente 3 - P•41,114•••











• Mt. Pleasant CeinIMriand
Presbyterian Church
Bev. Willis E.. Manduall. Pastes
woratup Service at 11:00 each let
Mud 3rd Sunday.
Rfritie7 kpUst Chrueh
Rev. Terry SMO. Niter
• Huncill• NelhDdi Prot
 am.
morning Warship 11.00 tin
nuolay thett Serve* 1:40 pm





wiemiend by ihe Church of Gott
Andereem Whoa, may be brill90
OVA Iiimaker weer sta-
tion Wiall011. Metropon. 979 hr.
at 8:30. For farther intermaties
eall 753-6014.
New risessiaft ansseek or briar
tab seffard. madeler
&Mao bake !Rudy 111:11
stifraisur-Wainhip 
Minim deems _______ 4:16
livanlag vearskip --------7:65 pm.:
W46. Bib Moto . 6:36 p.m.i
119114 pi.ts from caw..
felt DOM SIAM. IMAM
SWIMS Ilidiong ---- 16:110 Sm.





Train. Unice.  6 30 pm
Shut Chwirelam Chan&













Sunday School 10.00 am.
Mormon Worship 11.00 mu.
Training Union 7.00 pm.
1Crening Warship 7.50 pm




















'fir stes yor wen
Slitting 8pert=a1p116 Church
The artist is capturing the physical likeness
of this lovely girl on her paper. The likeness is
amazing. But her inward beauty, her wonder-
ful Christian heart and soul, can only be cap-
tured fully on God's canvas. The Bible says
that "Man looketh on the outward appearance
but God looketh on the heart."
itoviwoul.(1Gtv
file? mi"'414
One good way to improve your heart condi- \
tion is to attend church and hear God's word
proclaimed from the pulpit. Learn God's plan
for your life by listening to a1a.5' word. We
invite you to attend the church of your choice
this week.




BLOCK & READY MIX
E. Main St. Phone 753-3540
WARD & ELKINS
RCA Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag
FREED COTHAM COMPANY
Heating - Sheet Metal - Air-Conditioning
611 Maple Street PhOme 753-4831
STOKES TRACTOR & IMP. CO.
Massey-Ferguson - Sale* & Service
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
PARKER POPCORN CO.
F.dablished 193/
Murray, Ky. Phone 753-4852
HUTSON CHEMICAL CO.
For All Your Fertiliser Needs
Murray, Ry Phone 753-1,33
WILSON USEI:k CARS and
AUTO REPAIR
Expert Automatic Trsuumission Repairs
Sports Cars
7th & Main Phone 153 4841
CAIN & TAYLOR GULF SERVICE
Complete Brake Service - Minor Repairs
600 Main Street Phone '753-5862
MURRAY LIVESTOCK CO.
Auction Sale Every Tuesday, 1 19.132.





Downtown Branch --- 6th & Poplar
Main Office - 411 & Main
•••••.•:•:•:•:••,ki,s; ••••• • • • 
%.
Tho Omit k Geis appalled agog b
wall for spa*. the knewledp if Nts isis
for 111011 11111111111d fir nue Is relined
Ii that bee by being his neighlee. lame
this peending he the love el lied, 119 Veil&
seat sr misty or say el re wIll
permits awl the Madan widdi we Mil lb
dear will leeeltekly pod& Thad" Mil
frost a selfish pobt el view, esi Mold supped
Iii. Clonal tet Se sake of the wellmt 81 Mb-
sell end Ms fetidly. beyond &et, liewieelle
every person should upheld end poldpete is
Itts Chards Isom lt tells the troth Ant
mares Ilk dark lad dasIby; lke kWh which




Sunday School  10:00 In.
Morning Wind*  11:00 urn.
Trairdng Union  6:30 pin.
Evening Worship   7:30 p
Wochtesday night   7:00 pin.
Fled Idelbellimt Caw&
rink mit Maple drank
Rev. Lloyd W. leasser. liseher
March School  9:46 Si,'
lillorning Worship  10:51 oat
Jr & Sr. Fellowship .... 6:90
Evening Worship 
Ceilheater Clank at MOM
Coins" Cessime. 110e16er
Bible Obi*,  1e:90 am
WPrired6Vil TIP*  '1:00 pm
North Pleasant Gross
Cumberland Preehrierine Church
Rev. Cecil Baraett, pastor
Runde' se-h001  10:00 am
*rues worime  1110 •29.
gV.01 Worship ______ 1:00 p.mPe* ----__ COO pm
Jebevalles wItseeres
Nal W. Lamas. millaMMe
WI /teeth Fear* III.
Bible lecture Sun. 3:00 pm
Watchtower Shady SOK .... CO pm
pus Study Tues. ------1:00 pra
RiltIbtry School Thurs. __ 7:30 pillt
Service Reettra Thurs. __ 30 pm




Werahlp eery. Sun. ____ 11:13 a.
/key °cementation *mond Smilding
753-8000 753-0008 for 11111M'-
motion.
Gesham nistkediet cheese
John W. Aneher, Pastor
First and Third Sambre:
Sunday School _ ..... 101
Warship IService  10:4
Seemed and Pourth ilandaye:
IMMO. School  10:41
agelbeees rash imelleeible
11181111111rdurnas 1:4
Lyna Oven 1111016allit Mere&
Set& W. ifsel Paola *
Pine and Wind Ilmadaps:
Warship ...... 9:41h
eundmir &shod  10:41









weft UMW 10110 as
woo* swiss 11:1e axe
Weld  - 111:114 tin
011196111:
Warship Service ......0 46 am.
*Wool 10:46 aist
 1:19 p.m
Clad & 4131 tiaadays)
Ilka IVOR Melva et IAA*





business firms and inteittated persons . . . inaimay
COLLEGE CLEANERS
"Truly Fine Cleaning"
1411 Olive Blvd. Phone 753-3852
CO*PTON & WHITE MOTORS
Clean Late Model reed Cars
Chestnut Street Phone 753-2933
CONNER'S LIVESTOCK and
IMPLEMENT CO.
Market Price Paid for Hogs Daily






wling At Its Hest - Fine Food





The Rest In U.S. Choice Steaks
and Hot PR Rarbecue
Phone 753 CM
HAZEL Lumank COMPANY





Complete Auto and Truck Service
209 8. 7th St. Phone 733-1751
SYKES BROS. LUMBER CO.
Rough liamber - Tang-Tex Nitta - Roofing
Concord Road Phone 753-3632
T.V. SERVICE CENTER
Home of Beautiful Curtis Mathes Color TVs
511 N. Fourth Phone V-5$65
law -or Air -
MICLUGIN MARINE
Noel Melligln, Owner
























S'omethin New for &fund
3 ,
A TIMID OF A CUP of flour is added to a sameepot of anotied smoked shoed bed sad
chopped .green pepper. Mk is Idea added to make a creamy white sauce for 'Mr boa
By WM OWEN.
clOYE aid:eery summilr
t-1 whoa yod have time to a-
jar a kistereiy mondag usal„
eellp up tadara tasty Pfooka-
lila Sneak. Thanks to COS-
iied t001116 may to
e
,aegembie.
i Th_ ete.b_1•911.d_. 
aged mix that's marveled,
WINS Alet alp it up wItli
ahrediled Clean, chimps that
_ginielLogainganotasen__
Sollilled Nallte
I IND mainadly frov•rfal
Rimmuld imehisil bed moat
Moth spaimed ode the hard
to ospsdally-gooll Nosed
hod is shaded in hatter teeth
a Etat dumped green ripper.





Wend ell the mewl with a
Wink- dessert of fruit lipped
WM la IMO 31111110 by spark-
hog dairy saw deem with do-
and Iowa sugar.
PLANTATION RRUNtil
I (10 ea.) pkg. corn
bread mix
% c. sluedded Cheddar
dirde
Alai butter







Prepaid -' bad areord-
log to ph* diroollind &Meg
draw hobo
maissima. mat hatter;
add led oad peon pepper.
IllasiM aver Maim beet about
11 11111L: ildevre, alt and
pepper;ado
Remove from new. 01111111W
any add WM ad dead to
make mese. pasts.
Return to dm haat aid
cook, Mining camtantly, wadi
mixtalre. Is thicketed; 000k
about 11 alba
Cat oinkkeead into 6 awe.
To serv,. It each earring
In half; spoon bet beet wait-
lansi-awor bathos keit At awn -
breed and replace top haft.
• FRUIT SAUCE
1 theta light brown gum
it tap. cinnamon
1 c. dairy ewe creams
In sew: bowl, combine
Wawa auger and dmienion:
fold in sow ereed.
CUE Were await with
pineapple. bbeeturrieo assort-
:eagles Willa add 0.910.
Makes 1 C.
• ' knierSiais Wry Asia
i AIL SAVCIIIP ESN Ike smoked hod is aphood over bat Aces of bodily-mode corn bread.
Thle ptersom ilfindi dab is rounded out with fled fruit la • sour credit clressuig.
•
NE ILT M OIMIVa T ESCORT In this tire Melte mirth to smrelost.
JAM=
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Al Kaline Moves To Front
In A Top Detroit Tiger Line
I
,By JOE GERGEN 'Muwiesobe and hot Knot, With help 1 '
UPI Sports Wetter t,uni Jdinny KlIpwited, gained his
Al Keane hes mowed front Lad ,),gish truing*. .
center in the Detroit haecholl Pic- Umpirn Bob Steraikrt ruled that ;
ture and the Tigers haven't looked sieve Rldaik's 1-and-2 ;Itch bit
so good in Years. •.'lete Boyer with the beam loaded
The WW1 butlietder, • veteran ..;:d two out In the Wotan at an
a 12 Ainerboan 1-eague seeeenii, ells :2th to farce in Ray He/tar WOW
shafted from his familiar right held rhirtt with the winning run Par
polidon to doter on May 315 te, New 'York Rids* replaced Howie
acting Manager Rob thrift mid gbAce Koplica, the loser. for the Kee Pig-
tba4 Moe the Tigers have clewed pose of pitching to Boyer and the
their soriy uxo the thick al the seamen vigorauety prowl' awe_
lemusest rad. .irts decision. •- . -, 1
-He haw better as • ceitterfidd-
eights vgiew weaning oodmand of
cc.- min • Cherhe Dreseenth Oret re- G •
the stub on Memorial Day and
vitlioftwar -ifer:pwoholdielid alidif--• E
honor of the change. On tact u




W. L. Pet. GB
50 36 581 -
Ian hogadi 5:2 38 578 -
Win Frienileco 45 36 542 Sti
SIblexhillpdga 4.5 40 5212 414
IlEavalleas 43' 40 518 514
Pletedaulls ..... 44 44 500 7
de. tads . 42 43 438 Sit
Organ.) 41 47 466 10
gloolgob 39 46 464 10
IhOd !bet -.._-.36 57 337 21
. Tisuraday's Rands
Clinithiallitt Mkt 1. night
T  rit""hNa xagi-1.4:Asilinigr -
Lea Anoka II Oiling* h Weft
tad, posse schogided)
Fridays Peddle ~aim f-
ew Field 104 so. Nis 12-4. •Otonionsdl night
Pitanurgh at Ingeratakee Mahe -
Vials 9-4 vs. Blawingsnie 9-7,
Now Tort at St louts night -
Jan 4-11 vs, Olden 10-7.
Chicago at Los Angeigi night -
Jackson 6-10 vs, Koufax 15-3.
• Houston at dan Phandadi nada




New Tort at St. Loins
Houston at fain Promeasco
Radom at Las Angela night
By GAY PAUIXII
CPI Weinines Editor
NEW YORK - There's no
ousinew Mks "no" Waned for the
designer MOIR Oeenegiell.
TRU forsterd-newching (1w -
lb those who ad how well be ,an first shailk ti) the figinen world
bids it In Center tied. Al Ises a 'A ith his Wiwi bathing suit. lie
quirt retort lbe -no-bra"
-Sure. 1 hke it out there." Kann bink. a whimpw d am 
uslogroom._
mew "Were winning. went we." lug for kaisma.•4
Which is exactly at the Tliere Roth 111181 dolgaNg belliono for
did Thursday night as Ronne ool- the Mt Na. and IMO Ma inn-
Mold two hits and drove in' the steddia• did for ihe 
ago
lidded run with s etedrle In the half a awbury ago Mai
--11010111O of Ms 10111 Inning for a weattiglaealtr the .
5-4 decision over the Haillenore Or- the woe wie
Roars WOW Is the -so-oll" pantie
girdle to be worn bra be-
wine n serves Na memo, too.
The weir girdle ricks .up at
the wage. steps Ant deg SS nen
to give Wt. and heal gla edit
screech heaps which caddis der
the shoudor end to the vuela-disp
back of the fagged in-
novation is the -no-oillis" feather-
weight and foci/grad plasm 
per which mesa twin the oreser
tide -41nouodt the crotch Ind sp
the Welk Oligiontional garters see
busk Weide Ike peel legs.
reakken 111eke
Onrorstok ledideind his laid
Midorgansign deigns for Rianide
Flew of Mimi Mow N. Y.
daring the said-onnual "Nastanal
ablg ma his 1064 perfOrinimee
/he en• Mar bonito Myer. who N
leseeme die youngest Owe ever to .
win a herd batting cream when
he hit 540 at the tender age of U,
euetently is batting .306-10 point,
Meter than taw average kat mum
-dad already hos driven in 53 runs




The defeat dropped ashimore
from atex.nci, to fourth in the scram-
lied AL plead and moved the
*Mew within one and ons-tealf
games of wend as the Cleveland
bolds bumped Houton 6-3. and
the Mute tko, whipped Los Anodes
5-2. leogue-deding idloneenta de-
feated Lows City 11-3 In the first
gone hue lost the radium 3-2
sad the Yankees edged Washington
1-1 W innings in other good
nude Ota Tep
GInglanni remand atop the ga-
Ulna League stontianos with an
8-1 rtlo the Phdbra the Dodpors
blieked Mingo s-a. Milwaukee out-
ssueoled Pflisbureis 11-6 and the
Cesedwile eguesisil - the Mats
6-6: dahlas and San Proameno ad Wed" for Nadi fashion
were Id embedded. dpshors. R's that 'Wed" ipso-
ORM by the Na Tart CoutureKakite, eke do mann Ose Opv
iron nem did al KM MEW
10 MIRO Mar Jerry LUNIIPI4
Ind ANNA from second haw Wilk
WOW eld In the fleet wilett
Wind! IldWepon hod tied the woad
in the *Mk with • reo-rini
seer. The Odor.. went to rebel arid
Phil °bidding. his filth
The Inthans enisppild a 3-3 to ie
OPoup of designer and addiary









*be &ea Deno ,w•tnt. .1.42r teed igkitilag but heeds sa maw-
sad Pedro Gonad Ilk iteamoutive a bra ocelouretbri flaw-
goons alth glas beats kellacd tn. se' :the merge 64.13P-terte 117-.4
count for Wove nths Fred Whit- ten idea wad • 'mite more can-
field walloped • three-nin homer waling- ihd Clernreiche tine de-
fer the Tribe ersil down embed wars into bra delairi. end Ls
eruct out 10 and allosed da Wei
to gng his MO 101111184
ice Darien, With iadN re-
lief blip from Scot Wilibffilin, wed
his eighth inland for lbw WNW
Li Don Blond drove et teo rune
wish a carnet Men for Co ad
Ike Ilea broke the pante, spin In
the eighth Nth a tiree-nin Im-
bed bighllohloi try Dow Nlohd-
sun% Whim NOM
Bit Wises Coaled
The Rayookla died up from
OW ninon July 4 siadwd a loon
doubts off the glow cif
lentielder gland7 Vidoseld vnol1
tee out in Ilte web to drne
Iwo rune and lift the A's to victory
in the nightcap RiTnoldti blast
came at Id Ithillogie of Al Wantons
tan. who had relieved Jim Pam lite,
I Imre outer When Ile Twins'
debar pulled a OW mach
The Twine roomed to • 10-I
lead in the manse ittith she
of • sr% en -run fourth did
11.2116 55w sogred on five eon- •
wregmeCIIIIIIr'rey oohs Nun-
wed filh-tildred -14th homers for
-hand with ening dewing NM
InMe of • antaglat pine at mo-
w., stretch nylon elan* floe and
ersii-tolf inches *We
The balath add the nuanutecturer.
S not died to flourn dines a•
were the Wo• of flegiur days, but
to pram., mine Mogan' ad to be
• openial Medd tor oar vreth
etroplees day or evening clothes,
fao much for °entrant for
be time Ming!
* LAB THRICE 1111111:012L8
INORLDI 171 - Ottnnairen bind-
er guard motored ttine rename
11711111 to dope into Wog Berea
ad two others fled eddy Wed-
111104•7 night. Watern onleings med.
110TaL INDUS AMP
LONDON SO6 - Queen lanaboth
the Prigoe Philp Mg pay • rive-
ting to the Wen Idles tarty
neirt year it wee announced The
Mg ell start In liebnney with vi.-
II Tank:led and Itado.
ROOM $OUND TO LIT1/-Reill MeGurrin Linda, the poet-
dabutoothatio gars up fif4 ugW soctety. Oita with her
htdband„ Jal• drtegemar Art Lag* to their home M San
Francisco as they announce MON WIll IP to INtrole to 117a
Ohs will paint and ha will peter= with musical groups.
Adresse league
• Pet, GB
Minnesota $4 30 443
Medan IP IA 5113 5
Chimps 411 35 .574 liSt
46 .36 .11150 614
477 14=tort 42 et
47 36 mi as.
us mein . 41 46 417 14
111111001an . 34 51 414 11114
Add= 31 31 373 Ws
10eniss. City 54 56 304 2714
Thursday's
Na Tort I Wean 1, rigglat 12 Ina
Oleedand S Roston 9. alight
Debug 5 Dalt 4. night to Ma.
Champ • Las Ana 3. night
Minn 1 K Oki 3 15t. twilight
K. City. 3 Ann 1. kid, nidht,
Fridays Probable Pliebew
Renew City at Minnewta night
-Rome 4-10 is Oeard 9-2
Lisa Addeo as Chicago night -
?loud= 9-7 ye, domord 4-6 or
Mho 7-3,
ItskIneare at Dated right - - Pap-
pas 0-3 vs. Melant 7-3
Doiton at Ctimiond night -
6-4 a111:63amen 6-4
Washinoton at Na Tart night
-Richest 5-7 vs Downing II-111. •
Satiarday's Odds
inseam GMT it Niflooloto




• 4iisr or GuATrrrot
LB .mitiflon. Mom SOS - Mrs
ManneTsaiiihro611. Wattle, of am-
selt Mg ham hissay linegibe on
• 1.181-11Me ema to Jenmitem Ii
sedinde Mr this ratover7 al one
at bar dilltdrein from anon Na
kb/PM it Wane tarried by • don-
key.
wmonort - Orval Brown
looks up the strange plant
that's growing Ilk* Jack's
beam stalk to him Tarpon
Portage. Fla. back yard. It's
about PO feet high, and he
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Glitter Of _Youthful Cinci
Stars Obscures Joe Nuxhall
By GEORGE C. LANGFORD
UPI Sparta Writer
The Otter a the Youttshil Ciii
note phoning stars tends to ob-
scure 37-year-old Joe Nuichall at
Woes. but as Roth Manager Dick
Cad puts It: -Where would we
be Without him?"
Mid* not in first place.
The Nations& League leaders
clinging to a bare three peroentese
Paint load over Len Angdes, have
wan oda eight times in the laat
Iwo and • half Welts. -and Nos-
hall hes bun responsible for five
of tbe sled dotortss.
Around the anoinsiall dugout
BusIness
Highlights
By DOW Peens latornatiesal
11111111111101`011 us, - The U &
-I exceeded exPletatletis to
the' limed (mew at lass, tie
Codgallike reports The
wed posebox gained 16.3
bilhah SO snnual rats
of INS balm. sotnewhot ether
mod forecasts.
WAINIMOTON - President Rog
Abarosthy of American Motors told
a fignote subcommittee that the au-
to industry Medd Wet 'force
I eeding" ailidlodl Waft devices
to the tar rouging public AbernettiV
ible0 IRK *fie *Word the nit*-
Sos an sad In the auto
industry.
WASHINGTON -- The flgalibill*
et Met Nam hes mused • step up
In government cedes tor collMery
helicopters non division of Tendon
aided • MO million arder to nab
XIS Inhume holiatipters at Hurd
Tex_ and the AM Fume doubled
the present five-4-month delivery
rate of Chinook hincoptara by Ar-












7-9 year en Derbies
Tang
Oils
abi444 . . .............. $
.._!. -........__.__...&
•gisadhige dmingb Joh 14
MONKEY IMISINMIS
WELTON Mid OR - A pet mon-
duet duped no Why horn* of Ita
owner Twenty Awl lee In We
outsider world a Mt shocking
'The monkey Pau, was arding
scram an eisothe power line TO
30 teat shove We greet when he
apparent* became any hungry
He bora &ma, ant his Medi Into
Me vers, and the randllng goat
innakell ban stdrating it the Bird
A pursuing polimison mastly mop-
pet a deg clad semaid be stonn-
id gratinny's neck
MIMI OM
111108/411 SAT, Ilmiland ljp -
Nomna mot mod stoical SION On
IllonlightIng the 14119-fest-Ingh clock
literer bare. Ms loon amid it re-
when oomploints Na pooh cant
all thy lens The mimed forgot to
order Ifidas on de four toms al the
Mahal Is considered a icnd luck
charm. He's won every pone he's
appeared in since June 27-the day
the Reds pulled Within one game of
the Dodgers.
Nuxhall, who fest put on a °in-
ns ti uniform 21 yews ago as a 15-
year-old schoolboy. bagged his Oa-
th decision and fifth strohght Thurs-
day rustic with an eight-hit Per-
formance against Philecietibia for
no 8-1 victory.
Dodgers Keep Up
000 Droidaie krot the 
Dodgers
In at pursuit by blocking the .
"WO Cuba an three U. 5-0 Th
e
Et Louts Cangnati came from be-
hir-40-aligei-die-New -York Mets
6- • and Milwindose trounced Puts
-
burib 9-6 in the ot* other Na-
tional Longue maws scheduled.
In the American League, Pane-
astUng Minnesota tripped Kanam
City r1-3 in the fret game, then
led the nightcap to the A's 3-2.
Clineated tapped Boston 0-3. De-
tad (kdeatri Haldnore 5-4. Chi-
• Mod Los Angriest 5-2 and
New Yort gipped Waahington 2-1
In 12 innings
tended doubled to drive in •
run and Moroi mother as the Reds
pounded matter Chris Short and
tkree successors tot 15 bits. seven
tar extra dies. Vada Pinson and
Lao Cardenas contotal three We-
ds sent for the Rads ant -Arn
oder contributed a &muted lane
I run The ladnee argued Onalier's
blast dd at Ow the 1.7ft nod
• Aland dummies
Ma silty nun 411 csme
am Dick liveri's idth tuner us
Os North amid.
Destadois dahNd h two nee in
a feni-run filtb-aming may agothat
knee Dilit_illihestb. who had beat-
en Ian Anode twee straight times
Mae ding • one-taituir to the
Dodgem on May 13. The shutout
de We fount tor Media. who
losiarad de awned nin wedge to
200. Mesa, WM dome in a run.
othelted two Main and wale° kee
Nth lase al dm smash
The Oerdlosta add has
gdallif INgdaddlidy since•
the addition of Rol Woxisehick
and Dos Deoins. blooked the Lieu
Over We lad at Mar idler Na.
Tort had hooped alidliater Curl
elmencica he Imo-run idea
di Knomedir MI MAY Sant%
for a 5-0 had. 'Deck Grant. who
• Mid bles and One runs
WOW in. doubled in the tylng and
rune in the awed& add
to cep Me Oardirsais catneback
Larry Hearnarth was the loser.
Sadie afratiews dubbed • two-
• homer and Gem °Weer breed
In two mare as We Bawd those
out Vervion Law in the arm Inn -
or with four runs. leaverakes add-
ed five more in the fourth den
Rico Owty driving in • pair and
Hank Aaron said Prank Honing ac-
courser* kw wio othen Kan John-
son won be tenth gorne as 111 de-
flators teeth din tine Don Oein-
an corer the fined 3 1-3 intings Jim
Pestlaront canned two hits and









"IF WE DONT HAVE IT,
WELL GET IT'
Lake - Farm - Residential
505 West Main Street
- Phone - Nights ...






25% more CIO nop capacity. 11+4 led
%Aden ore as occossibl• os tho ant.
Smooth Sliding drow•rs, spring
comproseors and guide rods. Heavy
ridge del, olive green or Coto gray.
POUR DRAWN Oren sus
1 4b wide, 52M" di* 53 95
244- tisep -No. 204 •
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41MtFOR SALIL BY awN31•, S.Mileured bream oermaki
abi beat Neer Wink lin naiad.
tral. 768-1781. 170
FOR ALL YOUR electric, TV lad
refrigeretron aervice coll 763-3037.
Lack & Dunn Illectric & TV. We
specialise in ON radio, tit alr-oen-
(inmates aod commercial reneger*.
eke and air-ocesclitionatu maw
Juir-21-c
*ROOM BRICE home. 3 bedrooms.
family room bath and a belt. Mock
from eknosaeary school. 1117,1410
Teams: Otanner trade for
honey or other rem estate.
- - ---
TWO-MDROOM frame, air-oondl-
timed home. L. .e Li a4WD].
illin-dining room odint.i.nati.ni large
Mikes room. Phone 763-33711. Ckee
• 
Curter Satiool
1 --Ly-oanclitianey in excell-
ent condition.$U6. Phme 76J-2711.
'TC
40 INCH °MIAMI. 11.1.17/14C
ptaib imam teregt-illibellkei4 tien-
Mutat. Cali 7611-6366. J-10-0
BeAtrrxrcrt
nude page are looking for falligne
own $76 each etaphone 31113-
tor appeeniurient to be ex.
aniged by these AKC IngaMered
J -30-P
WILHAYX JUST Ile,ed a three-
Iscincom nick ectib a dining roleut
kitelna. menalele with Off eerie-
Lane. *mak wall to well OStSI
Seth bring loom curio* _min and
tedsig: :ft Wintioaa Plne
diesition of
S gad tAlb cxi tro., best-I-
fni lawn,
TWO HICHROOM trick. Mae family
- - -
No* Bistseller
weft with fireplace. dialog +wen.
Mapes, air omdllioner, &Wit on-
*Old mangle atorage.
ONE Cr THJE better cider homes
ui Murillo in a top Agate of matt.
Ibis lour-bedroom hear Is ids*
400ated Woo has arestber bulld-
og Mat oould be wad kr arceilent.
lethal uu_orne
IUCKLA lia.A.LTY at Insurer=
Company. SEI2 /duple Street. Mis-
r. Phooe 763-4642,
R tucker, Bobby Grogan.
1TO
▪ ii0/411k4T AD-00061-
4-...0 Doran' Skyline. Call
143-6731.
Dt .,,CI .*1
Antal atail S. .0 a Mr
#4,-. *04.•#•-lu wIlY01
.....wealtela,x 411..a ix • dit Lama& "VAIN
-#.4.44a• OP. at • to y
,11,4711 MIA at -mom alvitatS141•012
on...es Iron. ommie L. Mahar,
_ceolue. PhuneePL 3-54164 or Pt 3-
J-17-C
libohbanc, 01 In-
I•succii. Used 3 sesuuni, maul-
Ant conailion. lie a& Italrelem
Furcat's Is.„96




..agia are looking IN families
.an lib traditions 7133-3EM















liresehly Deg - Active
thire•
NIUMTIALAWLX110 - 4•4 hoSe
121.4111/42.144911111a  711 for SIAS
11311112111411.213,  1411 tor 'lab
Call or Rio
Mn. Ed EINAR
:I kik. Pula C.4'.un Square tx. Cpa•





liOU C3t sAlLkis a; Service
..a 414, Si arei. limo-
4.Ptlu,e 4.12-317b L4ttUOlIi.16.0
TPC
MR. BELL OP HELLS TV & Re-
trmerecon LA ndk employed st Disk
It Dunn Electric ds TV. In the futile*
to commit -Mr Bell cal 763-31,7.
J.uiy -21-C
A8KHOGUINO. weeu cutting mid
raker traitor work, guaranteed. Call
'lorry Iligmer 733-4445. July-B-C
PLANGS. timowin omens, Gui-
tar'. impart:roll:acids= Stet-
e, _Trf bistro-
Rents. your corrlefe Frititir









111011 0Arred tato •
SW
Dural oy a pawl Wel
&so WO 64 Mr Pore
bureau tke Mem T
O
o rt •011111 add-






















bait wballaThat releireed to ix. ma
utter* as erte Wayitie *WV" •
F. was "ravine for me a.esteMe mold arrane •g mootingNog with tart&
Plef km the narrator at Oita point
C21.t1'14:21 12
tial "WOULD Lurie Bernardi be
* WringS Roquebrune or,
Cagnes-aur-Mer!" I asked
Madame Saiiger
She looked shaken "1 aan't
tell you that."
rhere was DO senate In press-
ing her (fit beams absolutely
necessary, I etn114 research this
arcatveo to Nice for the nausea
Shorter owned. end Bed the
eight one by • process of Mimi-
▪ Ow. nit really Unportant," I
aNdl. nee take care or the
▪ W t•mr• souses you drid
yamw klieband own. I believe te
list the war you were anis to
RAN her 111--just by renting her
SI bowie?"
She nodded. -fawn/ of them
are empty at this time of year."
"And she lo willing to be in-
terviewed?"
"She understands that! need
your help -




"She will telephone you ea
soon am few hears from me She
will use my name. Adele, in
clute Ill. oberatore are 
listen-
ing.-
"She understands that I will
have to Sea het and Identify
her, 1 hope This can't just oe
done on the telephone, you
know."
'1 thought that Might be the
caws Providing you will do ex-
actly as she asks, aloe will agree
to meet with you' She NW. LO
her feet "It you will wait nen
I will un the Inside"
She was Itartir li trannutes
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"Adel.e with earl you In • fire
minute& I must go booms now
and talk to my Maatiad.------"
he Os KIM 03s weetwasero
came out to oop ism I was
wanted on the talaphana.
fler Prone!) Sad a faint Ni.
cola accent Her tone was per-
emptory.
"nue is Adele. I understand
that you Wile Is glee me private
Se= of atip orotarr.-
-1 rim to bele you, yea.
Where ami we meet?"
'Tau have • car?"
vt„.ard,-.0as."you *mu the Relate
!Mune Is the atoseene Cor-
tisone mew Villefranchet"
"1 an And It. A restaurant
II it •-
"Yes Be there at twelve o'-
Week tonighL When you arrive,
CO in and telephone eighty-two,
atty-one, stxty-nlaa •
-Wham do I rink for?"
^Adam. 1 east] expect you to
be atone'
Wits tam brief miebaside eh*
hung up Brief. • measlthe and
wary
A reference to the telephone
directory eatabllatieCI that the
prefix of the numbet sloe Pad
given me referee- to the "UM.
franche-Cap Ferret area That.
too told me nothing
1 considered calling By. but I
&riche' to waft
• • •
I SUPPOSE that if I had had
the king of oaerspapar trim-
Ins he valued ao highly I eriri,
Iii th• apperseet tradition. have
put the magaSine s Intern= be-
fore my oWn. Am it waa I had
no !Mention of doing so Neither
Sy rot Mr. Curt trumired Ift•
with any feelings of loyalty
U I succeeded. Cost would at-
tribute the =crew rightly to •
way, to RIP own acumen. If I
made a mess of things, as would
nave the pleasure of telling Sy
to fire me.
With nothing to rain and lit-
Ue that mattered to lose I could
please myeeit. I had become In-
teneted in the mystery of Lucia
Bernardi• I wanted to know
what lay beh'fICI It. and I want-
ed to hear the truth from her
own lips.
I spent some time rereading
lb. Me so that everythin- al-
ready known would be fresh In
my mind.
There dad been • shower of
rain earlier. and the road down
into Cannel was supr.ry..
1 drove slowly and eery cars-
straight to Nice It I got
there safely. I could take Woe
to call Sy
Li DU) OP! nuned In Nice an&
the streets were dry , a
drtna to the Runt bar. and then
coiled Sy at ma apartment
He started to tell me teat bee
been trying to can me for the
pall am. but I cut irms•
'Loon I Mid -1"m ai Nice
and I've juin spoken to her '
He let out • yid, ot excite
meat -Where Me you find ner •
Wird MO sae look like? What
did ahe say?"
"I haven't seen ner et, and
so far she s said flouting usable
I nave • misting AID. bet to-
night around twelve "










-No- &potties perms elitirely.
Unless It Demme, necessary to
elnily further pressure-a the
girl doesn't show up, I mean-
I've forgotten •sis name al-
ready."
There was a pause. '•W.U, we
can decide about that later," he
said at last -Think you =Wu
pick up • tape recorder? Thai
small Gem= .
Job would be beet You could
slip it Into your pocket"
"Record without IM1tn her
"That's up to Aso Se nos.
cooperathe Ms Is Play It tit
ear. Can gaisit the oiler later,
eh? The moment you can?"
"I win.*
"And, Piet Dail let her off
the hook, WES you? kliuce sues
we know how to get to her
again. U *be him Set excited
w may have to produce net
Right?"
"All rlieht" By -the fuzz- he
meant the police
"And. Piet, make this good
and you'll get • Whopping bo-
nus -
"If Tre going to buy a tape
recorder. IT have to hurry, or
the shops will by shut.'
"Yee. cure. Talk to you later
III be at the office with the
night Crew. waiting."
He was finally persuaded to
hang up.
1 went out and managed to
find a hi-ti shop that sold min
lature recorders With it, the
man sold me e Microphone die
rinsed as • ernet watch. and
showed me how to thread the
cord up my sleeve so that it
could be plugged into the re-
corder in my breast pocket He
leered over time Ingenuity of the
contraption. 1 left wearing it.
and feeling ridiculous.
(Tr Pe Confound /downy)
WANTED WAtstED
WILL DO GENERAL Repair in- EXPERUONCLD berme* sattice man-
acle and outside, prancing and einf• Mug be venni*to wcrk and needs
peter work. ?roe emanates, 753- •St, Pull time employment. Ay-
ala& TPC pis in person at Green's agrosenore
Seretee. 403 Sycamore St. No phone
cellaEXPERLENCLD BOOKKEF:PER for
general of Lice work. Write giving
WALLIN:Wore• and experience. Post
Off ice Box 324, 1durray, Kentucky,
J.17-C
Services °Herod
*AM. VW DIRT ;swung: Ex-
taliging. INN& Cusolughani and
ROW. Call 414-arly or 474-
31116 at tigibt".- ni i 'Timm,
Sala Mani. Aug..4.1.- HOG 1101.!4.k:t f
ploase J-17-C
MANAGER WANTED for Beale
acre.„1, Ittun or wife or a angle MO.
FilL *Le t,3-4li9 at once. J-17-C
LOS, & FOUND
IOW: Coe 70$ x 16, 6-gty the and
WthwrU (&J 
ante:. WA Wellman kurtwy and
492-11374_ - 3-19-P
•
0 E itt .
Pp.er.1 tt...te Market Netts Her-
July 16, 1966 Kesitucity Puy-
ROOM Pp zacrcr Pro440 em- ohese-srha Hes Neste& Report In-
trance and' kitabui privileges. 4.12 elliniv 7 13113due Stiations.
H. brft 1-54 Preferred Prime 753" Eig.insted Rzatipta 1760 Read. Bar-
rusk tn.3 G SA3a-a3 to 22C Loll-
-
ROI. SI ON north histiway. Red
• W.Loinibby, Call 763-1650. 3-10-C
- - • -
W A1411.4. 10 kkh11
yie 
4.
III-BEDROOM HOUSE, near college
:prefereLly. win be on the factik7 at
c:Jlege. CDt child. and oast be
lavadabie by Matra la. Write, aox
-MP etre of Leaser As Timm
- - -
mizz THREE OR lour 'bedroom
hie% .th don. awl:0M Aulrilli•r•
leek. Ca 71;t:1-{aillt .1-1,6•41P
• 
"We are now buyesA walnut,
penn rood blActry veneer quel.fty






Ca:dwell Paul uca 
1-10-#
...•.•••••••• •••••••••••••••
sv &We.' 10 RUT
U. S I. 2 and 3 180-340 14## 6.23 SO-
'30.36; FLIV It fi, 1 190-30
531111,36411.56. U. S 2 and 3 245-270
36Z-23.00;135.  U 8. 1, 2 and 3
id0-173 ll, $21.211-32.50. U. S. 2
'end 3 bows 4011-000 Be. 117.00-11160:
U. 8 1 an..2 210-40,0 as. 11111.36-
30,00.
•o_m CIX r.api ,L, tibia
• I, .c s. 1 76'--3170
41-10-C
. _
FT To BY a 05 rbAr lb*.
_ i$aLL Cat_t1itte_1:911 ¶1:3?
On. • .1-11411
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AR3dER AVE At ‘11111 ST.
:1 VA VG CROP,.




- -The BA* Speaks To Tee"
Stades WIRD% 1246 ILC.;
11 11 4.0.
,7-THO5 EHOETH THE I CAN'T 5TklO ilfkri0(0144!WRITINE, CAREER..
sti
SERGEANT GUNTHER, GET A MIGHTY
nfE AMO reerif T1411 SA96 50 THAT
.11A39, FLAGG CAN GET A GOOD COIN















THE ENGLISH BULLDOG WITH




AUNT ANSE -I'M IN
TIZZY. THIS NUTTY SULTAN









THAT LEAVES YOU, FOSDICK,  









he Recker', Vow Rorer
MEANWHILE --THE PALACE OF THE FABU-
LOUSLY WEALTHY SULTAN OF PETROL IA-
BUT HOW CAN YOU
DESiftE A WOMAN, YOUR
HIGHNESS, WHOSE WHOLE
ATTITUDE TOWARDS MEN
IS - THEY DON'T COUNT?'
I AM SO BORED
MTH FEMALES WHO ARE
IMPRESSED BY MY WEALTH,
THAT I REGARD IT AS REFRESH-
ING TO MARRY ONE WHO HAiS
NOTHING BUT C.DN TEMP T
FOR ME AND MY
MILLioNSWh*
JIII.
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dna,
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1131S• wen" pent Alio, Dorm eso. Welitilk lint seam of the prim
boa. and a oliolsorr low st sow sibir lidt ddidior'm ON
s. Add on pada VIM hallahhade Jambi atembees ant • be fame then raid fOr
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FRIDAY — JULY 16, 1965
00TH-TOINN
Located South Of Sycamore On 12th Street In Murray, Ky.
HORSE SHOW • • - Beach Life
•- b .•
rliter aNsses.
(Croat awed Pees II
Has Hazards
NNW YON& fif• - The =EMS FIRST WOMAN
fer-lithr ismpas 111-111,4-- 
_
ries ,etm mme.fay and ewe," WAP..NINOTOei et - !remain.
EN be tb., jewelled rx....„._;enabb Johnson re3:fted into the Collard
d Intenze fizeary CIA Tuesday toevening 4.1.1
ctie:se the fist rumen ragyaltar
be 
fcr a choice airs well too far
s b. 
,he U. 8. Tariff Oorasamaa.
zasen o) Tibia.* to step Ingo 
Etta al IN P7r.ekv.: ilialistB at...-k sik crepe den
i Hun Kopp' tdd ea mama laeta-lbenr the floor 
Ph 
eemadmca who r consaltly delpolg
FAIAL STUMP too ORM
Sty.. the fatal crash of
etunt pilot PaM thou
(right) wen of Yuma_
A/1&.•IP`a•ril In was lying
• onskadutt own. aircraft
for s seem to -Slight of
the rassmata.• Barone as
ocaung as we 1110•Se gonert
be wag Ws .awns top
racing MIK. aad waa the
ally ease to Ina the Lop
Aragelarto Cleveland Ben-
da sir rag* three Clown It






Art - - fl- I'A•o's Is
ir Celstla atr.o•
••••:-O -:•••• lice-e ir ey••er? Xeut
h •he ,F•r•vr fillek has
4 moseeid-apae: rd ha Lie.
it.' 1..•ter7. he owned were
!b.*s he bm-cist *ram Frank Blake
itt Per Tenn.
.114,••ce Ntr shined ehowirat
bona In Wiat`ire boss owned over
•I•"1 to‘alrfo•V MM. r•O" horse tint
•t••;•r••••et ri-r•cifsrly wet It
• T•ske r.• " vie
'4"1-•T hr-se belent in Winston-
rt-'''ess Ps the three ve•rs tot
"...tied Duke of' Moe he was shown
-*-••• -te •tese- He won forty-
Pm Win nine"i iftert resoe. sen.eh
proalttomps esfel s• OINK* OWL seven-
t•-•!tre cl'een red fser•snd
e". , ret 1 F....en ye.' ow tskstrel
erseei. A bale etenerr try nriase-
sew•las will reveal bait Duke of
Trode p‘scett every- time he was
-
▪ tpLitting 'arid. tt.sie tan
AS:V14 are so linked with fur
-1 ''‘.••••:s it seems posittve-
11 antleccial to remind aalfbadf Itils,
isiese• tereerds, Seat .141i•
varal ka the sicallik. thite•plaline
:cc berMs. are things ytru MIL Ke-
rne, Drowning LS more dadleuill.
Hem ways avoid drownMg are
. • diezeted by common ante
but Ignored by pe:-,tite duck nag dk-
' : n• p:e beckons. Don't
for ineoenoe. go it alcne: It's better
to neve a sa mato; parther awl
r:aettee your reggto Inclivttios
me other thne Don't dim miss
*; ...aro the water Is deep enough -
d VtIV! c• any sharp or
Lunt obstacles to Your Ishalentilis
L Jr and ound Don't wellig
you re Mel, overheated, or hat of
that bat Itudotta mod ARM blob
try tar entaraein your treads or ,
yJurstif oy fading to bar-out in
sh-wri This reeord ma extremely the linter% SAW Co be Prudent and
-istTio**tery One. fie.' Banks says —
All 'Bat. as Itbal gobs SO
be yoss-oar-isope-obot maga sr:
xota the 44 or hell. etas Int%
Jr 111 111.11mlnisrs? It you bap-
pan to be Fremont Mien Morel a
be ourping a ana hundrod-ility di.
mr siadokia gamy do/as bridle. sad
a eddy Bela hat bait Th. SSW
*mid be weiring thirty-flee thew
tents- a tww•ty dotter bet 'out 41
•3* hirs•-•1 deer suit. Mr. Milks
I•ms 07.11r- •!. .1 In Arkansas. liamia-
serge Abb ma. Kentucky In±alls.
'.•=ro:e Terce,.ee and Missourt.
'Masa a•ke3 shy be has been in
f
, the Ir.-or tit-rnees for so long. Mr
' 8-ris hid rwse Ilitereethig mu-
meats. Me tsys brims are merely a
Is-bsy as WO& Or buulitoi are to
, other peapte Raw_ rang repre-
sents a elan. cbaSsolitil manner d dullodd U 7011 Prater It• a cloth a the caunienign al fneaddiom. Ig Tome Is precledy the boo
n the
of recreation It ta she. scud es- healealla malls lian't affect the Who red to the worry. cheer to Communises. the logelleolsesi bag-
l egatee The Itha 01 working with an PIMP at air moterlalay Wm tioeursotert 'undone to the . banana ot ow age. WIII dot pir•asdir,s1 oaf* hos mob power and At miff. fkaT &Mar. a • • la ad sad It la nature% beat andifole ask.- •1
• meipigmty.ged trang Wm to meet arfife• lam to" bagel dived hi- ise bauble Yee ot. caosiot be buidilli: - -
as led Owtre alb to. le el" I _el. 'elm" rtd"aul la Oa balllad• borrowed or Mot= tar E te 'gloat Is What thrown Is all shoat.
tssamage. flo asps weedy ems mats -P peer, telit.unt31 WW1* moue. EIODIONatis Dal * of no *Mut to We mew not be there IS the flocan•
or min a doctor a doctor rm. pite. 1111111DOID blip pasallted palm als.
Owls. ar R1 mils* al* seat in slavery these long 30 pmeir:
* FREE PARKING *
40
Banah-llallAlam legalllogsnos calm /right) ataidisle Wain!.
wary lotorileallillidl two biro at Moe Rola They are guerrillas even at that teailkir ago.
ice pan out When they get too
behu up. Meow them away.
11111aw who WOO boostnes is
Buddy Perlman OM the site-
trictric Mem dile..
Our Mimi Jahn Woolosir m.
50') Perth • cotalte• of ell110011111
from the Wail &ran Noun&
This OM be. an tirade white It
points out aorneibirit maim pin&
/already Wow.
sailey is OM lona Whim thaw
lig dr gf,arse yen age gaga
rlde, ishellall it be MOM harm
2r ohm Imam try all -epee ME
buy tile saa yea Eke. TOR hew be
'Ike the One law or r. vii
Nor vow lam
nk• mans ant people travel so
ter to sli:ar a hem te to try to Mn
a ribbc= and ei,-; .1 ine7t other
pew. who ano Inearnewl horms.
her. IS- nal gays he trawls so East
be eat meet people axid get theca to
Ming the& horses to he Osiermag
Gleamy Spew Mow
Mtr. Ilseha married las.wolfe. Mos-
gust la Mt nary have two del-
drew /bier deugatero ahrele
draw ft berm= doses for two
PM& Their aiglassin year aid ma.
MI= Mil. his been ruling *sae
he MO Mi. Banks does not
thbaNtial Willaids the rest of her
tawdry dam They awe On their
lovely farm on SW lasynehl higb-
war
Like matt other people. ler Bombe
boas to rot for a bir.n.: Xe oven
• opetr•e/ the &leveler
ItlY1 Croetwes Sawa. Bev-
bot bees 10 th Plias far thity
aKre. he "PA oldest alisszing
and 1.undlre Per! '1 W- 'ay When
lat lewn. etcr• wo• -el the hill
germ She it-rat frtr- the Ledger
and Tines baCling. Ilut in 1962 he
-r-Ort to !DR peened location_
fi'dt allitedit mar two laiodrod
s•-rwie from saYre th•-i lea dates
t rim hoe-. sh-rer tott.ght. Ile '
7o In felt Ivr.d and kiss been I
siva In- Pima Ewa the Allr• 
t• :man of the Irwin show ke eft
virhane area bag eatored the
1 •1 Antra wolf, Is soak a fair I
Us, artos'y owes lams wallah
- let Phootr who has grepalifilof
*croft show fm the opintnet deg a
cod orgy:fief the Medi son
be Calm" ay Crocnty Pair
YOUNG INTREDVN
REVCO Nev. WI - Char•-•• sr-
•t was a wastroter whr, ino,
Mary Re-rktinser's house. pair"
ibtorbed.
bare footprints outside the
home led to billOtilltist window
The magrb had turned on the tel.:-
salon. oaten some fersteu pap tare
and throws darts al painang oa
• walL
drowning or /leaf Cart/WIliar
dont. 
tibe-
it can be hie* useful to Mow
about romirstion
The =Dern improved bie-molng
lirdonioue ts such oases mouth-
to- mouth brenehing You plate the
mum faoe upward end alter his without mean, poorer theme
mcmil of rumble debris. Them lobo give It takes tat a moment
Mop tin tongue Irma chairs the bm the sodomy of It sometimes
oar Jan oh his bowl hook Isata forever. Mae is so slob or
and gait ar lb Bee as It Mr mighty thee be can get along with-
meowed. pia plait Ma nos- sug ig, and none it so poor but Sot
vat that. Thai phoo your gm cook be mode meth by It A alba
moult ow his issuth and bramilte moon tamping. on she home.
hood at the redo et shout 12 breathe fogeys wee oat andams ond
SEEN HEARD .
mire
(Cualhomil Frain Page 14
ompsiaa until it Is anon sway. Ems
people are too urea as gave yees •
Eaffe. °toe thasa one of yawns as
none mesa a smile as nabob as be_ _
who DM Do more to ghe
NOW TOU KNOW
We de set behove diet Leal MS
My BMW Poem Inievastional drat our drag 6g bre
The inoldent at possonger
Wee on cicamestic setaidullod steams foe pert, Wenn Me Ice Mb, IWO"'
tirtrao MN was he than half Re Muni In the following way He sami
minim rata gran Mal to FEB lei- um the stsellow aluminum peas yes
e7rdRog to ON noneal report of Solt, ?nem Pam etc. NI Waft
Goonalassi Aolalleti &We Oes- with water she let Oben




he moil sip Am al diem
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OPEN 24 HOURS
WIDE SELECTION OP MOTOR OILS . . . TOO
QUALITY, MAJOR OIL COMPANY PRODUCTS
DAILY an/ SUNDAY
Monk's J & S Oi
We Honor All Credit Cards
ROW& 124b Street - Arrow front ierry's
That le grey too true Toil slag*
ammo& bare gime and harmony
aldi someone dm Mee not want
paws sad ememosta
-
are sorne rho thrive on dr-
ama. hate. not, twat. envy Clam. -
1111111111101 de
IS EVANGELIST
Reg Norman Cui)epper, motor
411 the Partriew Eleophis Church
Jialmon, Trimester, MI be the
glinetrillm for a revival weigh yid
be beld at the Hurricane %past
Church July ri-m. in l•rag C-
u.
U.S. Ilarted Latter le mbar 01
See abswels
PROJECT TO BEGIN
ORINNITP Ky ON - Woelt OD •
new Oreenup Ootady liaallk Oen-
ter it scheduled to login or:then
the neat 10 de" eseredees to Har-
vey Thenanaan. NM= Nand aim=
her and prober ragementallite -kr
Ottoman IRscal Omit The gm-
story building wo1/1 soot as satilmat-




MOSCOW raft - The Soviet Un-
ion Is tang ro,7kets in the smut
tcp.big. of 1.1.:33•1• suocoaddlygli
break up haikL.ens. I:resets repott-
ed Tuesday night.
----- Intorrumorr omit
LONDON Vet - Security men
trytng to lor,itte a 1011.000 load cit
gold Intended for air Might
• L-tacti Akport SingegartifF,
learned toile A was sent by inia-
C-ke to AusSsice to Au:Ara/la.
tswINVS
BOOR ABOUT SEE.LE
LOUISVILLE as - The Bear of
the,,stemarbealer steam.'
brat cone din Jefferson Coiruy. is
the att.)*Ot of a lle-pag• book writ-
ten by Alan L Botta& Louisville ex-
alted aail Mete on the craft The








"4111111115. KY The SOUTH SIDE.body et Whir laaalesser. wbo
lakis was tame Thursday Brad-
drawl& geosisaa• R
121.1111, a reared Lailimake mutual
rD empbroe. *OM Wet ln
which be bad been flatting
estaurant
PI T A .




UNI1FLO & ESSO MOTOR OIL - ATLAS TIRES
Try Our Service and Re Convinced'
- WE GIVE -




WELCOME TO MURRAY, KENTUCKY, AND
TO THE SOUTH SIDE AREA
We have 35 new Chevrolet cars and trucks in stock to pick
from. We are low on good used cars. See any one of the fol-
lowing for a Customer Made Deal.





















FRIDAY — JULY 16, 1965
•
OF AMERICA
On U.S. 641 South at Glendale Road
60 ROOMS
• Year-Round, individually controlled
Heating and Air-Coaditioning
• Children under 12 admitted free with
parents when using same accornodations
• Baby Sitters
• Baby Solo







THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
• Swimming Pool
• Television
• Telephone in Every Room. with Local
Direct Dialing, 24-Hour Service
• Meeting Facilities tor AU Occasions
,
• Valet and Laundry Service
• Free Advance Reservations
• Free Ice
• Appetising Feed Served
• Free Transportation to Calloway County




TOUR THE GRACIOUS SUITES, MEETING ROOMS, SWIMMING
POOL, COFFEE SHOP AND LOBBY ALL AIR-CONDITIONED
Everybody's Invited To Register For
TWO FREE HOLIDAY WEEKENDS
* FREE WEEKEND -;'-r *
From Friday evening to Sunday afternoon in-
cluding a lovely room with two beds, six meals
for two, use of the swimming pool and all other
facilities provided for guests . will be given
away to two lucky couples at our Open House.
Simply fill out this coupon and drop it in the
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Spacious Swimming Pools Have Become Mark Of The Holiday Inns
14u Could Float A Battleship
ViVater From Holiday Pools
A Miniature Hollywood Is Aid To Service At Inns
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We Are Proud to Have E urnished .
tr Room Furniture by Kroehler
* Mattresses by Jamison
* Carpets by Lees
* Banquet Tables and Stack Chairs
by Howell
Wrought Iron Chairs in Coffee MOO
by Meadowcraft





































































































As you travel America today.
youll find °sore than 56b Holiday
Inns in 45 states. eattIldli. and
Ratio Rico. It is posaible to stay at
a different Holiday Inn every night
of vour trip. and be assured of con-
sistent service, food and locating-
flat .orivAde.
A few short years ago this was
not the case If you traveled in
1952 you'd had Hohday Inns to be
soarer indeed In foot, you would
have to be in one Particular eltY
to find one Hohday Inn resembling
those we know today.
Memphis. Tenn . sew the that
of a king line of HolblaY maw. in
1951 when a Memphis home-build-
er took a trip with his wife and
live children, he was annoyed with
the acconsnodeUons shd the prices
that he had to pay for the petwilige
=veiny with his fa Itmily.  Yen
this vacation that hi Obeireed
that 'the motel bunteea wag the
greatest untouched industry in the
world -
In 1952 this family own Ind
the first Holiday' Inn In Memphili.
located an one of the main high-
ways It proved so suceedul the&
he bunt three more Inns In the city
sithin the next year-inciuding the
first vdth convention facilities The
man reevaluate for the banning
of the Iffailiwinn Story wee Ken-
non Wenn
• ilheing dm language of the
Inewindihr. Wham disouned
- --11111hey-laie nein nth another
ifeellialTholssnlider. worm z.
alennik- Thgellen nee ilifilleed
• nationwide inignik of Nadir
Inn thee meal altar the Media
pude auleable senannailaine of
prices in neck of hie Weal Ibellike
and the esepoinglit traveler
Already a inelnielly-known buDd-
er. Wahine h. Johnson wee a we-
mogul bielnimenen before the Hole-
day Inn Story lies ever dremillit
Hut Remnions Wilson's enthusigni
WS& BO contagious thet Johimon lea
this man's dream as a peesenil
chailenge, and In 1953 thew ihswed
the partnership int benne Na-
da Inns of Amered. in Uhl
The events hat tallend are raw
legend The Men of lieliday Inns
ler been so desneerial that the
lined, Inn den bee been died
The Non ,Aniertea -Where but
gine Mend Sildra." Xenwriona Wh-
eat ono Nand such a thing be
ecedlihr? We believe that Honest
Inn we gnat that free nuerprim)
-
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The Hölidi inn Story ,Records -A Fantastic Twelve Year Gi•owth-;
By JERRY &ROARK 
i
tenni/amp wesuki socoinpha the them* the hjghlympseseiteed pro- cording service tor *maw Inns, Mg for many commercial accounts, the inspiration for the Holiday Inn i 1 .1 you omit for Holiday In'i . .
Inipaseibie.“• eneleas end& diessiginen mid is continua* Sieedens to The most recent do-A-yourself litor. In =a. she had charge of town= ore that "mye been le-
wilson end Johnsen were bulkier. owe a maw boar ta owns decorate and fan& other Mau- prcact of the Holiday Inn system dezorating the Inns when they were timid tw ese..paredis--and (fan e..
rtrIt bagit' The eadha became ma tin good thie 
Doll will be send
&
heavy 
l thaidstailsgheovhilarr tOturnedotherarnihnY. but ' Wthi: tasaPreApenedPpe"sali trumosida nly musmei w0:
she continues as Vice-President in kir, long!
charge of decorations.
Is not a thing' Of the parat." he In-
sist It wes beyond speculation •
etersde ago that today Holiday Inns
would have more then 30.000 ern-
Pioyees with an annual payroll of
over Ple 000.000
If you:ye traveled In recent yank
chances are good that you've stay-
ed in a Halide) lop. You may base
taken advantage of a Hoiiday In
nnovution-the teletype network a-
ferirri guests free advance reserva-
tion service to any Holiday Inn.
Perhaps you've attended a bus-
iness session Ir. one of the specious
Holiday Inn meeting room, In the
metropolitan areas, von may have
shown Innis or slides In one of the
extlashe Hotielsy Inn Commtmica-
=al Oe,ters-wpich even make pri-
vate TV pronemming available
Thom kir• Just a few of the points
Ida have made Many Inv
feeds with the motoring public.
Many Usliday Inn features hsve
and a virtual revolution in the
Ineheeping knatry. KOMMOnli
NOS WOW, VIM the traveling fam-
ed* What be oonsidered He M-
ediated the no-charge polley for
children under 12. and trade Midi-
able little extras etch as free ice.
elsby dere and free dog kennels.
But nen InnOVations aka% Just
happen Lett loik at the Holiday
Inn onsenintext for a clue. "How,"
you may wit "can Hanby Inns
deer such extras without making
the mem entirely out of mann?"
Penaps the enema hes in the
o1_ L. Shah .aapt '
11-youreelf." Itommons When and
Wanes Z. JoAnne bin and
been do-at-eournif attiesidek
ere Orden men. dean stinting
toe the new Idea. The better method,
Tor exemple. It you we grid-
ad a Hann Inn franchise gedien,
It would be powelle for you to ra
gave the package-Hcilday Inn
seactelists would survey the pro-
hard Ste recommend the exec*
lailitan and the type of Inn belt
sward for the tonna deign and
Amin the Inn. ant you with a
mnehrege ken oompleteh Medi
end nun the Hanley Inn end lire
, end Sten your personnel. You died
know too. whet to expert In delta
Sten operating your Hada In.
, thigh a package wise nolt Mid
leadable by send Al liege- sin- the aditegehlinid
saes are prone, Of ellindepelneedde alb Mt
POld the do-lt-yadief detheithen 1111100 et 
Illow Inns cods
the Wider Inn leinitheessid. Ed- Inane the 
seperthien of the Wee-
der Dee of Asitersits. hie- low Prailloot of 
sediatillasee. and the






Vie are proud to have been selected to








-they knew nothing of restaurent
operation. But they knew that Qual-
ity restaurant mannerism would
attract cuatteners Hann Inca
whale building revenue at the ame
time They prcceeded to dada
an Operations Department that
would build the food premien fat
Holiday Inns, and they hired one
of the finest food men in the bus-
iness. J B Temple. to plait and ad-
minister the Holiday Inc reateur-
ant operation program. 'Itelay, the
parent company. Holiday Inns a
America. Inc.. has •• reetaurants
midi Temples Operneons Donut-
inane seperealsok whin greened
well over 000.0011 last year-end
at a profit The Operations Depart-
ment has exploded its gone to in-
clude the supervidon of all Holiday
Inns.
The Trainlny and Impeotion De-
partment is easither kinovetion that
inis proved enable to the .an.
Hem. Innkeeper's we dined the
Halides( has Way. wain* under
ensulated on-the-job conditions
sod Malty meting se in .2.1nerri"
at a Holiday Inn before being Fred-
eated.
A fult-dme team of Inepertors is
maintained name Job is to vialt-
every Hand Ise fou tames each
Pear. Maid belpeationa.
a Holiday Inn Mk lb and a an-
sin hIgh pasesellege ef awned
hods, Ike Inellninif glean Med
mosso* ars, ma* ta talent such as apiremant build- came with the acquisition of a
program at serssosog sred loth Pies and fraternity houses, as well factory in Camden. Arta/was. When
robssook aise saparimmas asaissaisi I es independent motel and had in- time. (inn went out of business the
a lams paws mom dwasmassa, sodations. Inn Ends hos blanch economy of this and community
A impede telention the effilleted ef
fbes in Atlanta. Dalin end Ban metered a great loss.
advertising thgentenent. whisk ale-
penises ibirthelen and pioned
of all outlaw boards, and the.
"Greet Hal" arida la the fender
tredemert new the entrance of melt
Holiday Inn. •
A papules* monehlY travel MAW
cation is rumbaed free of charge
Francisco. Al sertiOn of the corn-
pany ate weethible to way independ- When the dicta" re-nPehed
became the Holidayent firm or aganteatilon.
Inns Keeper, isomer was horn of Company. another whoilv-oamed di-
mmed* It hoe grown as Holiday
Inns have poen, and is expanding
Par exempie, orders for drap-
eries from Holiday Inns end others
have multiplied so 'spicily that InaIn every Holiday Inn room, Holiday
Inn Magarine, which contains many Keelarea tale a roll-tame
articles and advertisementa of in- for 
designing and mmktnid=t-
to me Americans Oen- , And with the demand for tittlelhed..
products increasing. more and MOM
serve tve at number its reed-
items are being added that menerrhip at more than a milli° neach
Inn K Supply's own Wed
month
Just as Inn Keepers Supply spec-
Yes Keen:none Wilson and Wal- Isltns furnishings. another Bea-
le-e Johnson truly head a company ()my Inn asheideety slakes a ihedialty
that believes In do-lt-YoureeB But of funding Ithideens relibmtr-
Once it's obvious that they dot.coul sot, eot000log. nes Is Menthielle
have done it done k te thie-tiblet , Ho:et &spar Here you di Nal
they knew liow to gate thing, dem i every kind qf Innen from theinent
In 1956, they tridented aniella cutlery to di hied herrYdatitl
tar Fount ittligalifl with the Mae I moves:el appliink Ilinterek amp-
Hunches Annaleillin .of isawilik piy not or* if •11
to interest bin- In joining the MI- eyede, but see keesgee ad logggi.
day Inn onembettion Tilled win ogeton eceiggvagy hair and- ether
die condom enthallenn of WO- iforseeutdops theieding deterise.
son and Jahniron, he added hospitals, etc.
offer. and Winn B. Walton la-
teens Ineratant Tlee-Preddeng sed when • guest checks in at most
Adeolnietrater of Holiday lone Of Holiday Inns. he is greeted In his
America. Inc. Linos Whoa and room bY the knitter innovemon
&Madill (SO it alt then- known es "(fee Mat." Coffer
exhIeb Reg, dhounn- hr dam teary picked en at wInikeistor Hod. Inc_ minute:turn adds 
addled Wag be- maw& Tbm'setrie mid "rand Usi non" and get tmbuIelotitil kelhavamsweeelleet-nialengo soy roupinervelor
depielien lithe to maintain high dims dome
el nailitY throughout the sty Wilton
 had hp parenfoe-- of Vo Honda
slinial ellen
hercehe-w nemann yd. alidg(lerseoPlelitellu lik.Off rhichticAh ti" "Pcm- away But he ad dee the ram.
need Wan Yew. which am th""*" end the =thuds.= thatiohnocultemnionsbod inomempsim mod your come is how, ih
le 11101.161" Pr̀ ndlin liski" Wilson and Witham E. 
I at InArcit eleaddler. Preen a bin-
d Op impmew notes and to learn 
keihnit




onficreArntriellithen--6.000 000anotawr yakams teisigsg tool IF  hesootorteio-smaesi herd!, d-i -tries of Inn-lcomicireur.Ba yeeir -
121"StiSS 17Y 
the "" • had TOM ter the two data but K voile, to foquesui rhthi the travel.
paignent, whin din tram me we a. men 4 .ne pits&
him and furnish= Ilitholinwiut In Ilim Walton and his assets", ! When it became apparent the dl-sionoince to the ,igliggainal BY' n „mow to an Did *TOW. Atiedet rectory needs would serecket. Hal-.elem.
Hindle, Iwo rtir "rmslISIL ins" I Inoiconthe Wilisres=silorr asejthnifinnkanbarmare adied°°""ind ireilrea. ! kim:Y01-„2771:h.fle::11:_andTthmthet.........,------tri:;:crtt-
ompapogiganth" 1 :yorausessis."111greei illiliestlame. graillstellnea"a til: ....s.......d----a-•-ffokey Ininersormr..-----.7 Amertrapan of .theadH: :tvintunrof the lannena -ivall'acimpieurtntsoud:  ciseltunse.
nueleve of • sedieshi orni=h;e1 Zan and egvilek
nettion • thus estiliElat IlikailleilhellihW,a imiss vimr. mad
diveile • - 1.041br work inducing
aurae dee tree tell01061/Z 01 Jo& Aires for Hauer mei mat_
tad sod H. Ithethol. 'rho had
sated- deb Winn and Johnson
be hoene-ballding then They under-
took this add of Mad* Iran -
dad se a line sten the name was
sandy usanown-gineing a me
)or role in the sundae of Hoild
Irate of Meinice.
Ander pioneer in the odds.
lin was WhIlern W Bond Jr.. the
architect de designed many et the
• likiletay Inns.
There Ise never been • nay
deeded grnup of do-a-mitaree.'
entheiglasta then the mon an WI
son and ilanwion's teem winch M-
inded Bill Walton, Jack Lad. Bar-
ney ifeCool end MI Bond, This
eanienation of nifty and forti-
tude proved equal to the tat sewed
The reeterenent of Mires Holiday
Inn franchise sies the ten. a lamer
teem would hew abendoned early
It the Rana Irin nary Pron-
eness void slowly at flest, MN.
Holiday Inn hound are ding et
the rete of one every tout dins
In sallition to the Sr of fran-
chisee. Hand Isms of America
ninaves a Prinked *lam of
be Incrine learn rental of roans in
Its hen mined by It. end frail
die by He wtholly-owned mend -
bey onnestions• bon Kann Bun-
ny Oisionw, liervilaille We-
l*, risalikft Pala Oldie Elan Ins..
bilid-houth etatiainal listeles and !
lihnegesee ennor Cle. Nadi sub-
Hoikd Ming, be
o▪ wn history of minieltui eddy-
ment.
Than aubdierice Gene into be-
big se a rein of the Holiday or
dio-h-yousielt whit ant hes ree,
al such a large net In the grtern
"Wile A• the franchise mks cl?
gardnalid. add more and more 1.
alitiles. and protean began •
ann. NW Ian at equipping Holisa.
ham elth Odin furniture as.s-
fnenhhhell beeenve tremendous
The din for itenteveli of medley
athirairrellimsbiellainiffilirsdp-"muleittileimatelY‘Teillarallgibelealb:1414717:111111111111111ccieitlabwTad"PladianerPermed in 1967. In Kelp=
gay Onenparer now offers for sale
nay entioneted Hada Ira need. '
thelluding lurniture. drepern. oar-
pang, hsnpa-even to the dean-
Mg dcenpotentb and panto used in
an Ism
Has Keepers Supply mairesdne es
own testing end research depart-
in order lo remeareend the ,
beet produce tor clang a wink)
anki-onsi at the right price. In fed.
awe than 1100 hare are now mark- ,
ebed that have been need to meet I
Ilnaley Inn standirds.
Wgh mom led 111.000 Ware
leek el floor spate. Inn reepere rage
ply Conipany offers a onnielde de- 
vine of Sind Inn Its first pro-
duo*, law meta testate was a
motel unit Ms= se Cabana
Roars. Now in tree at many Holiday
Inn eadi ad Ina four separate
otenamtmenes dist oan be rented
se Indlduite mem Onions Roane
ere' etennetely Mended, with in-
dirldnit hetet,* and air-condition-
kg. &bower and toilet facilities
t-in arid are sound proofed and
Itinde
A Cabana Room unit can be mov-
ed into position today. and by min-
im emote utility connections, will
be reedy for occupancy tonight.
Another product of the Camden
Plant is the new-style theremaying
Holiday Inn roam Slid is menu-
tenured for the dadAta Inn 3r "
Truly, the powa ad evolution
of the Holiday-lea OW le fen-
teethe. and le Story Of
Ainerica. acid des Awn 13,000
Americans are digsr•-bolliggpea
nen with Wan In Hada Hine cl
Astarte+, Inc. But des lent the
complete picture. 'The Hand bon
people take are of deer
plum take pride issanaht illelr
service pine and tiedthglan
service plaques A feengilly iNNO.
dor keeps everyone inthigind.
emplopees end the anniarny meth
iss. A savings and ken department
is emallsitdr. and group innizanoe is
tittered for then protection
Pkiliday Inte of America, the..
tee Oen men all In anaployeas
annals with its pear of moat-
s/swim With ad the growth, en-
amels= and ernokyver benefit%
Holiday Inn personnel have Wad
Large Staff Is Needed To
Operate The Holiday Inn
By ifelin K. Lawn Jr. 50 long distance cads, and tuen'irt 
o
off and on over 2500 light bulbs: .
The average guest nee Moult dai"
of the three tars cf soap in
every three days. &rid about mis-i
Kleenex times each day. Her fake
his 52 000 gallons of water avr .1-
able to hen fcr leisure splash .-.4v
On the swimming pool, that rit.
432Ppillow cases. 500 towels, Oh trxii
of 11). and 324 padre of
metThes are additional supp. he5 fryr.
guest MOM&
With so many teethed perimilei-
Am • Yung at sehreherd 106-unit to serve you and such a varietY
Holiday Inn dunces are that you ..abria.. rooserumers, u. is no
will be totally itnediare that thaw* der that. a pawn= ifgag swamis
an es trained personnel weving ma too your mot rho to ofte o
f tt.
alleh day AltitmnrnmABY e") af them i mcwe than 422 
Bond Inns
parsons wort behincl-dv-ecenee nohow the notoo awls, oanad
di
Just se led state hood Is *Marl- and Puerto RICO.
ant to the produotion of a Broad-
woy nese empioyees are vital 'ART ;SITTER NINIDEDT
le the opedion of • Holiday Inn. !IN '4 AWL'
You all wed die head Of the
*MIL Iwilwapkr: and petted In Bair °wed" 
Sinning tc
the soessame isokiapse. you miff inure you
 • good den when you
mar la sitemis vita OM cie dm atei. hblehr h Imr 7
dark *dm ass imam. or am wens id • Wine, 
annals of Hada
seeiris, sod "filth the motowoot Inns beim 
not overlooked diet brby
nammeer bertentlar (at Ines "h"Ar PM/gem
U's Mate him peed the Sr Of If • 
eneelle anal reed lar a baby
dad drinks) it nob, to lend an r'tee• "kW" Inn naanat
aanant 111
happy to be of aasistance. Eat&
ellf to any and Odes. Inn has a tat of dependabie
sitters upcn whom to oell
  -- --
HOLIDAY 'Nies ADD
EXTRAS eiTOILIES NOW
If vou could put together one
coach, a bank tette two telephene
operators, two taxicabs, and some
60 other mimailleneous personnel,
ranging from • bartender to a night
&venter, yea would hive asserribeid
• crew capable of running a Holiday
Inn for one day Hee Innkeeper is
the overseer of this beg family Cert-
ainty such a teat would prove no
holiday for the areenage business
men
Tour cidelle of ineedg id der
mannow of del bade are and
aside from the -serves- sisrecend
of one bar wialtessa. bun odd-
ts Slits "al alls9bers at the BM' tereterws. 12 saltrenieni mei tw
o bus
law inn sun, And there we end sarak .ragy indude muntaimmme
dense yet to cone. nem Oat houssed. one handsel,-
But this lot all-there 'a • lade sr. me night mann. one dieted
lady in the picture whe is the Ater baluabaipir. isaras laundry wort.
of tbe Honed ha Story She is me. one sideleni reetumint man-
Sirs Ruby L Wenn. affectionate- der. one asineine mak. one ry
tie known to lionday Inn en- amat. assos,. saw
payee 
linS347 as "WU. st") 
I. 'woarestaines." end rend cook
Eginnons Illiteone anther Iter
Indand led non Kammote inia The awsie Holed Inn can
U nod I& and die rend count leech Ow on dining about
U alone, hied much to do nth ?I cheeks, hessent IPS heel •Pd
The firs Hakim Inns were on•-
ellonr deentures. Now emit are 
btri•t
nib no storks. The 
nal-town
Ian Of Mamma and the
Wart Inn of Sumter. South 
Cr -
eltne, have three stories. end 
the
leansetler-Osptin Hill Inn is a toy--
dire struotere. And now.
aS 
 mud*
bIgh-ree Ines wera as men':








We Are Proud To Have You As One
Of Our Customers And We Belive Your
Customers Will Enjoy Waring Cablevision




















ilia LIMO,' it ?Mill IlertAT. EIRTIMIT
11111111.1Y'S NEW HOL/IbA.1 INN wao Drat designed as the architect 
pc tured above The Din Ls If 01110:Wils jiist tht reverse Of MIA pIttiire,
with the dining- facilitidi on ,the right, facing the Inn, and the guest 
ro cans the mine an '1.." to the "Met &I Borth.
ting Of Holi
Called One Of The Best
nets in 'Mot bes beer describedtienotirul nes }toy Inn
sa one of the meat perfect locesame
0•0' • wide L. JI1K at the edge
of the airs an V 8 MI Rooth. the
knob creation ot On* gises steel
aid concrete bee a beesolrap to the
<if Ma ce train)* Veen 'notes taPPett
• bp tree@ Beeoutul ne. homes al
Elubiltdmon com to seen
from the Inn atictan sr.
galore nat norinelly eaves* at a
me*.
Illtheray fravelled_ MIL &Math
MO frost the lim-EgRa It b set
salt loth km the 111111Ssi sad SO
=aro on ilie beglann. Theebb NW Mina nein
toltdimnwabide sound' a *sam ba.
at the LOD awae in as a
area and ewe sun ma 9/ their
aus *der en ~heed *Milli&
W flth reiMitatim Ma, Illimmoto
althmtion et glees Min es he
MIMI and nar of the seed Mies
area ado& gready to the aleme-
agar and therm eseinciahy&i the
,
;Aertaciesser sealing
The lame pen a rust man* the
&nem roam al the motel
The new Heletho Lon a oamPlene-
n eiresonetheated twobading the
kInthen Mancetwidy Mined at
nicht the mild nand cut es
a beacon of blerellnan to he weary
traveller apeobilly thew
grouch the Mb from the sat*
"Trendier. never see • no
mane, age as the Hold* hes"
men** Prat* Ianeanter meL -Ise-
. causeIf we are tub we Will Moe
teen a room as armsliat Mr'
tars doe tootda."
•
"tar asr seadbigni light& andThe new *AM thaw bawd,tio itecielsbr *Mb ith hese deemed
ether um Ear Istrehlsliv. The motel
a.* a • good etwilenier Ice the --
awl pea gratens Ur.* a ben*
*Lb aim the and maiong
Seis rah neeeral
It ebb lb In 111111111011, Id on*
ways too slik Sle • amployiera.
gement' he Reid -thr the kitchen.
=AI ryarid do
_
.desetrig. want. dispesal demons.
amemagis needs. and MI the caber
then needed to open* a modern
Med
lb* new dohtley Inn a a lowly
owned concern The board of direct-
-4es el the firm isecnbeadi A Owen
ithlimptcss ambient. Bob Oook.
riese-armithea. H. Mean Doran.
Clankkami 01 the Board. Gotha
lbsamva. secretary. Guy Billang-
ton W. C. Mins.
o:oreet Jaws. Rea Ryan MO*
THERMO A Meta Volt
TOES PET
More sod mare ereensis Ithe to
Sky lair pm eretla liema Vim
Rim go plea* and timp wet Wive
ottido tommi ammtmliMMIS
he Pith thee they grebe at mak-
air Imt.
One of the dintairiething fawners
al every Hoed* Inn. something
each muse hum b a kennel tar
omist am pet their pela
Amy labia WWI guying In"
fame and Asap &Mar *Cho*
*wing to worry about Ulan during
the night The service is entirely









The IbillOsy, Inn a Maths.
Kama. b near the old farm cd
Jesse Mahal* them tbia
over what bier eseame known at
the Melba* Trail was to wade
the hided, The Chisththe
rese beam, sett* whin the











Over BO of the mare than IA
I 
Beilltley Inns now gorilla* In Is0
Volt* &Mem are owned WWI"
4 by he pirealt company. Roblin
Inas of America, Inc
. The ethers are einetad by Re.
einem or tranotthes. but MI of
them have to live tip to rigid staid-
ores to muted the monk Head*
Inn *the, scoonatat to firenenons
Wilson_ Chairmen cif the Board_
WAILILEN SPANN IOWNS ONE
ilinberes Braves pitcher War-
ta' illthen owns the Mans* Inn of
Sao O. P. Sperm Ims won
Me* WW1 than any °tame active
Peet lees ollesiently with the
prorresserrens et the preSent
Leuitua Adalensar niHr
south ai wrist the bartian at the
HMI* Inn Rade* he this was
the he at the fIrst capital of the
Louisiana Ibridury. Thervile Le-'
Moyne. the samisa-scither-eitplor-
sr Mother am, Snood* the fhb
Pandit edam Om to lifea.
All Innkeepers Must Take Special Courses
moineeper• in alliand "Mon Kis wort ta 
suppiemented by
eirlatel da-weilt mem sponsored tha neat 
Sins department • Mb
by the Bawer/ Loco of
Inc In Mencius, Teeth.
There, the praibectave lonksepir
becomes thoroughly oriniested .
froth den mecedurea. Mechine
booldtvel$210 sistems, Holiday 
Inn
Standards and the turobsse of sip-
phes and equipment He atm mmt
same bet:Aim* desalt, teeth bothile.
keens. authomen Pooh and lid-
vretkirti.,
When be reports to an Inn. be as-
, !....ta iii tea hsuft the many anpóO
tea vino wit coine ursiecbissuper-
wrath. hinglete Weaning, films
for weittramMt de* personnel.
Maids and dl -othics who,uScom-
prise the stab.
brataraUy. the Innkeeper aunt at-
tend one et six terftener muses
held to swims MUM at the coun-
try. These ere cluagned to mins
hien in -keeping t with modern
mothois and thus provide his guests
with the beet posibie service 
in






We are proud, to have been selected
to supply the polutry fleet's of the new
and beautiful Holiday Inn of Murray.
:..•.S1417TH'S POULTRY
HOME OF THE SWEET SUE CHICKEN
203 North 6th Urea'
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r lilik' ,4iA .. J.,.
liou itillingtoti, Ouy Billington, Owen Billington Erheo Junes, 1 um & s go, Harold Bean,
.. _
Peoples Bank Building
Phone 7 53-4 7 3 I
The Murray'
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iris tapas* a — IVIi. EIRTEIONY
Running A Holiday Inn Ts A Big Job
*There Are No Statistics On
Ucer Co4nt Of Innkeepers
By WI Carrell
There are no readily amiable ata-
paw. pew* Wit 1.101WOW 01 Lan-
kutepuir *WV nave WIWI., MY a any
lbei•um* 1/1 6LIC *tat au .16 =Kt SIMILW
U6elau616.161, N, I.
OU.L 61) 660.1166.‘43 %WNW. le, inign• b&
rvitey liaL1666•460a Will kW you.
Mitt, yu,. (Mal UAW e
116.41101t6614 1.1e* las$16.1•11.13111 ovary
in......•-----0.6aaaaaty imolai yule' DIM-
Leal 116.66.66/66 ..06.66/ [6.6116/MLWAW
lots ow.aue
Watralbe 10..0 pint:Sem of the mo-
o Meta/ea away' UNA,* au SWUM 1.4J,
• is*-Ouuui...ulaur Um* puma LIUL
Oe Idle WI. 41.4 gam
al We Ilia.r.ati 01 Int gum. a
• k U. 446i eguars.u.- Wei innabeget
44itis....01 II won a emir!
rowans. gu WIA.0 maw an Ion-
kooks, litaL u.tto in, a can be a
▪ „ lgoo--4161A zoom sinceepese roam-
lam a pee mete a reathateM
Ural* aoneutaitaun and minty ca
-_ Roam/ Luna of Aclostild.
• beLeves that a Welaineding
• Ileeptu cau run a tioiesay MAC-
_MOLL. Lie
57 Oo •WteillY. ita lite.illt tamre um too* Wig ame lomalso
— la sonuol, named at Ithe ithiglaim
. tams* au meingible, lathes
ees
Memo as kicliAt...e. i INN TEA...N.
Leiti dutliJUL. WWII a tieVULen
engem to the eoucesipn of Ina-
. keeper., and a Lauted to la:Wm*
Lou pommel. In operation auxe
May, law, the liolawy Ian dooms
IS une pl toe largos sin moa cum-
tante 4e110u..5 ut Iii Unit In Mier.
1.11.*. ......iiiiwl
2.101y Lunieeper in the noway-
opense e wets ouroperly-osziat
..... opium, remirdices It be a to
Jcao ar • insniaseau inn. inolt ge
talatioft PM leadmig &nook in trie
O ..... im gm lesooni.ea Lona. dos a
peel Id las Inenanae ameadeat.
reliamery um astaaato Ion /earn-
mg maim menet a akincala MOM
tor erausem aociemoodatacaa
papa ma odium w.cn Routed
thus. letway sa et the atudente go-
ing to the soma are experwoced
Ml Ms faetatzei meuegemase
imid--aome m =CD NS Al
yenta eigieesene*
8 -,h. name, MA imistam
vice p.malei.... kaomeess ino 1 r
ale Iwo Usawaauo tAlpareine
nt, is
ili..itiakelitee ul sue 10LkAil leet de-
votes swum OU% Uf ni• *Me U) ea
...Vistat.OLL, ete....Le pawns.* tereiti-
ea a tiara Ol Ilee Celeeel.
Knew& beabela that it the Inn-
keeper * wen.aftinett that he wall
have no &Moult, in going tack
su tila kin end insisaled the red of
6 the staff In Pdaiste's maim •
food Innkeeper paa a mod ed
it
to beck him amid a seledadel
Holiday Inn
Hotta*" Inn& lieleing whool rum
ter fie weeks. 1116 lea Om three
weeks Maw spleit le the drearoom
and the ftnsi biro wedge beige at
the ,i0li training at • Ciallenney-Onn-
ed Inn. A neer elms begins every
month the year around wadi about
20 students in every clam
The cam begins with • thoroug'h
Inciodrinatkin of -the Holthey km
modern of booickeeping and the ma-
cedures for chooking • peat In Sod
out Here, Poteete enwitaelem MI-
and polemics.
-Meier your guest that you've
•
Phlud NI haws him end that you're
reedy ennota to terve ism" Po-
taste teathagbudgets. Lf you or
the man en yew desk. makes a
good immemion on the meet ohm
be fust checksNI. heb much more
likely to famtve you If he facile
something wrong with his nthth-
Ant *wogs are going to happen. ••
auch as Miry famita, that are dm-
ply beyond your control."
later In the counts, expend both
from within and outside the Hod-,
dAy Inn Ream ere brouldit
teach die-aUudeinba. -
A regaurant expert teaches the
proper manegabent of a ridleureet•
and inoldenally Holiday thlh ittle
to OPett.• Warning mixcli -
**y Inn rearmard
Me near future. '
A ses Telephone Othdele.
presentaleve teaches die anecimmice
and courtesies of Mira the tele-
phone, the switonhaird id the
TWX teletype ersteln. A nomber ef
the keit department leotures 
oe
legal egpodiency and seat io do
when lead prablerns grim
An etherlielog-pubde relations
per amegli Mfg °Mem. lo-
aluding a dibmilleig poid
who does His atudialla how to
ambeatiLtheir Molowisee.-
Mem the twee we at a-
______tare over the staderd
Id so peeked with informeclaon th
at
• vredthila If he won't bunk In 
doe
attempt to Taman It all.
AL the tod cif dm km th
ree
wade. • oia is given ou the chai
-
rmen wart. Poilowisig this tea, t
he
shamed a solemn a holiday 
Inn
wows he Wit pia the knowl
edge
dim be Lae mimed to wurk 
under
the eupervialon of ea ath
ermooed
Inuirepr.
The on-the-job trateing cours
e Is
• grueling two weeks laid
 widi
lore from 6.00 a. m. until 
their
scheduie nes been compated-e
then
Aiming Rao one way home at 
She
munam. Clit Sunday between 
WM
rea. mess the audents ga 
one day
of red
N cogi studeot cesiledred • ach°6
to the Ithatee Door bee
t rad.
Whim you dam out you re
el Ulu
a 'arms and, after NM
mai thmugh you owl 
ocsamies at
any protean cacaos yaw 
woo that%
tai otesicsat to soak"
Hog mitiethe is the Itolat
in km





the hundreds at itudente 
did
have them he mos 
through the
mead. only • tree-bored 
perventage
have failed to cake poo
d lankeep-




esalosiby are still with us 
and doing
en ersoetient job.
In my melon diet 
a the
Reid test of the 
steuoi The atilt"
Of the Innkeeper to to 
heolL to tlie
flidhlay km end run
orLNING DIORE THAN
ONE A wvaL ,
Iliontioy Irene helm 
opened at the
roe at new* ton 
one • w#thd-
ing the pea year 
The km Zen etas











to supply the 

















One Of the ilbst known harms
In Mann le the nan-
d* now Sloladay km. Pratt I
. who hie been on the
Murray buisiess scene for • num- '
ber of yam le the nargiger for ,
Mk new and modern business.
L*4•••••• N posably best Milani
for be long Mitylateed wIlt
WASH bilis In- 111111..,
where he wee maneger bar tranY
Ann. After he resigned iron MM
position, Leocaster apenateid the
firm of !Ancestry taxi Vent with
LAM. Vast.
On traniter at the firm lo
entaber mem, Lanneater Mad!en
WI atenager of the store.
Mrs. lancalter. who format wen
employed at Ohmic% Center
for a member of yaws, is deo
played at the neer With* km. bah
she and dr. Immiater ere now em-
ployed the Zen.
lelanaseter Whit mem aide
vastures. He a a member of the
Murray Cfee 0ouncil, • long tam
meeker at the Yong thetems
Men's Club end the Thorobrat
"We went every penue in ar-
ray and Odloitay Monty to vied
aa enBusaler. Larreater sea 'We
hent at the tom eon-
slia• a It- Meeases •to -shwa




Reunions Wile0ii, will known as
a home builder and the founder at
Holiday them of America, hem been
demribed by SATURDAY ammo
POUT ell a "good natured tiger who
Wei In a aloud of business Mem
mod eramlintly itches to get Into
raw ilalialt-
youThia radine le al ih. tiett the ,birrns
WI 'S 
wheni
ire iiiireainne a ihk rate of two •
week, sod tus trends in bthelf of
the chain Lak• him NY over the
world.
Mr. Wtieon wee born se January
6. 1913 k. Cicada Areggless. a4d
: his bunds AI .., .meter et thedelialt ory boy flet
a thendthe thlig gore. fle beoame
enteralted in hcane bulb:bine its •
Wang Man. buts his Ord home Ni
1.934 and later lentand operated
elven nievte houses.
Mr. llellwan served as a nag*
Dither in the Air Transport Chtn-
wand from IOC to 1946, He great-
ly expancied his home bulkling In-
terests after returning to Made
the to Ma iliad M the mine timelaw
openated m heaade ths M themphis
Imola eart-Isielsellk.— _
In MI the dory of Holley then
began after Willson returned from
'The mcet alienable vacation trip
of iny Itte." Banaaa order hisk of
mod ' family acommedations at
reasonehle prices he deolded to en-
ter Ia motor hotel Magness be-
came it wag -the greatest untouch-
ed indiab7 lo the maintry."
lb. Plra Haiti* km ma built
the nem me on Summer Avenue
be Memphis, and new there more
Sian 506 Heathy legs in 46 dotes
Choatis and maim Rico. 111113 oh-
"XI addidood lima un-
der cooskuotIon cir panned, Keen-
tnora Wilde le a very busy time.
RelsOhainnanatlbelkard d
Bathe Inns of America Lb.. ahd
heedo be own reel estate. thatrence,
and construction ompenies. His
Mader project!' have included
Mew muiti-Mory apinment build-
be"Thillted Stites - -and
He Is a member at the ellmilby
°aunty Beard at Adamantine and
a nut preglipat of the Hope dein-
ere Amaiiiim or saaivais.
HIS anal* lithileita his hoed
il 3611 South Olablbay thlfve.
*here he hilt Min ille with his




' Several special features are plan-
ned for Sunday% open house at ohe
new Murray HotidesY Inn, onle of
the more than 500 Holiday Inns
spread througtiout the country Oa-
tads and Puerto R. .
Of particular intermit will be the
awarding of two free weekends *A
tile new motet. As Vielteell' stein
for the open house Ialey will re-
pine and the winners names w113
be drawn during the evening.
The two couples who win this
outstanding prize will have the pies-
/ore of staying at the Holladay lion
tram Friday evening to Mindy
afternoon, They will enjoy • large
man with two beds, dx for
, me of the end
•
AU vtatas do Is redder as they
arrive.
In adon to thew two prize.,
Se. Moms hir ewe wil be ghee
Ueda hair Mel* the open home
period.
AL visitors meg tour the onto-
.tatee, the meeting moon,
minuntog pool, coffee shop sod
by, all alt --
The new Holiday km curers many
ni:COMOdatione to the Maeda even
to Mane tor Me din.
Roams Mee well to mai carpet-
Ing. all be baths. tetevn Mtn
olosineh avalible through Cede-
Melon, teligthatee In every mom
with dal lento&
Many, crony services are evad-
able at Holiday Inns over the in-
ti The public 
a kilted tislit
the open house on






















We are prowl to have the opportuni
ty to
Decorate, Furtliah and Equip th
is beauti-
ful and wortbk addition to Mu
rray.
MON
INN REPERS SUPPLY CO.
MERCHANTS HOTEL WRY
HOLIDAY PRESS
Executive offices: 3752 Lamar Ave, albino
's, arena.
A complete "package"
 service for Motels, H
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It will be our pleasure to serve you with economical Natural Gas.
3





Your lilurray Natural Gas System grows as the city expands. Heating and c
ooking facilities installed
in the summer time means ready-to-use equipment next Fall.
















• gie 60 mot4
niercial but





























































Year -round air oosititillain• d and
instant hot water ars maw dig
4ec...al features aligned kito tha
Holiday Inn faintlay fir th .
r1 and ootiverinnee of guess.
Tons of air aonditionan skip-
meat have been iaetailed to keep
ie GO motel units and the com-
mercial bui1din 4 -a cendortalie
tarnpasture hom monis until
r mot. each day at the year.
adore than 1.500 lest. of nipper
ur-og arm used to ;sure that






Have you ever wondered haw
:nay down, a motel dent cant moW
Wand to during wrath* pencil
His proscenia duty involves the
review amen at guests and claclutig
ittern out at Itie_r departure.
haunts* the payment of crams la-
our.ed by the gala during his Mg
usitaling Peres ands as toed and
lbetighatieage l oan lie mart-
ed r thlkill untal he ir ready to
lank
Leon Oppenheimer, Chef At
Holiday Inn, Well Qualified
The nark &Aso laandlet bess ath- maw
beard. taking Waning cans for s
guest* and recerrusi messages for
daivet7 to the occupants and sir
irunbaration
He keeps an eye on the ten-
oonimunscation system through
ti he in touch with the M-
ama Roams Lana arrow the own-
try to sine add wage ramareaLloca.
The inert sift eke be Sara
proncle the answer to the many
nueetions he wilt lie asked donne
has tour of duty He mutt kas
shrew of current menu and dine
Mt lus floglartaps mho= inforosation
as earth inewar actseduies. amp-
paw hours and punt.St intarna.
• 
Be snails as Lift sprains
a past, makes of the SC
venloh be lir napped on his 
ek The UM depends upon bin tor
it slid ant wOth lbPOW It is




Leon Oppenheimer. ()lief at the new Holid
ay Inn, is well
qualified for his posttion, having had years of
 experience
In the culinary arts He proudly wears the O
rder of the
I Golden Toque for his contributions t
o his profession.
I Leon ntort Owenhetmer
hag been ettef at nibs of the la
id.
I eall non* WW1 Sie Histudry.
non. Mann sad Tianessee.it
nOif• the chef at the new Hanby-
kin Restaurant.
Leon was torn in Brownsville,
Teen. end sea raised In Monthla
1 He has 81111Fved fitty-taso years is
the culinary profanes.
Before OLIFMNI 10 the new tionday
Iran a lawny) Leon was that at
the Irvin Cobb Hniel, in Paducah.
Prior to rile service at the Irvin
Coki Hotel. lie ssresd fair yarn
ea chef a MIMI likirtin ii Mar-
ion. LU. three sirs es that at the
Wireausin Inelisined Country allua
that at the Lutenist*
alms Mani El daretersoo. Kea-
11111:01. Old Lw0 years in Paiute
lifernon, Ill, at tine likealarson Ho-
; Id.
• Leork served as oonrention chair-
man of the Prig conventton of the
American Inetitute of Chats and
Arno/loan Culinary Ameociation. It
was at this tr.reUqg din be was
presented *WI a Plague signifying
meestendip Ni the Order ce. the
Golden Tootle. 14nnisenblp ln the
' Order of the Golden 'risque isthe
Ashes honor conferred upon in-
lir/duet members of the profssion.
•
--p
TIM LEDGER &TIERS — MURRAY, KENTUC
KY
mamireisip in the orier oa
ionfiend VP= 11 44.114A.41411
xefeesera .stra
iimprviislasias or -Iota he.
aincling Abl
er iden
shad* sod out" '
iulinary Aa e Arnett-
Ain blatant* of Chafe or to 
the ,
.atinary Profssion„
As a tineutaghly, expertenced tha
t,
xon ins won inerer'siverds fer 
all,
..nd of rthinary arts. One of thine
.wand winners is kin owa mass
He mandates in special daises
or parties, banquets. and bustles
a member o1 the American
Ailinary isoctas and the !on
et-
ime instipileofCents an vivant
-
:Ai-al es variant to bS.A.is the 
chela
and to sesure batter pre -
)3.41...‘n c.f torsi ter ine public
-atil et di2 Baliday Inc uses may
meat. and seafood and cuts
i. L ill t_te lines laSen. No




annewhere tbehtnd a giant of hue-
Ines is usuallf • giant of a bud-
neseman.
Such a giant is Wallace E John-
son of Aesopian, president of Hon -
eley Inns of Amens, he., 'which
mar ambits la 44 Nana, the Da-
te* of Columbia. Canna. Puerto
HIS ahtl the Hatusen. sad Is s-
lat/nisei as the world's ingest high-
sway soul astern Bat Wades
Remain was a business pent be-
fore he ever drawled of Hobney
In▪ d▪ uattotanais and thrift sees
twilint in tie backgronral as •
Mine bar FNMA* lig) In the SW
seeds or
Atiti he pleased • bine at owl=
..0 eisale Job.
At 11. tw )aned the Baptist
Church, skew urging from any-
Lad with 'ISO he had saved as
a knock-ohout carpenter in two
pain Mr 'Mason, it age le, cos-
to build his first hose. He
$100 Ni dent, which he
by "norleing. alternates while
Mali** school.
?min that diessitina beginnsg,
he Ina want:may to receive catare-,
vide attention as a leader in home





We Are Most Ha ppy To Serve You
MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM
I









Gulf Is Glad to-be Y9ur Neighbor
We'll Be Open In A Few Short Weeks





To the Stockholders of Hoi
lday Inn:
Congratulations to you on 
bringing
Callirway County.
Men like you wtio are wi
lling to pia
made Murray what it Is today
You have provided another 
Indust
This new payroll will be ben
eficial to all our
You have fulfilled our need 
for an ex
ference rooms and swimming 
pool Co hand
architectural beauty of the buildings and IF
surrounds the dining roonis are I e
redit to
We are happy that the PM** Bank
to arrange this wonderful 
addition to Mur
Let us extend a most c
ordial welco









the He* Holiday Inn to 
Murray and
ce,their future in Murray h
ove
ry for us with some forty
 employees.
community.
cellent motel, dining facilities
, con-
le our visitors to Murray. 
The
ounds and the atmosphere 
that
Murray
has had a small part in he
lping you
ray
me to the Holiday Inn, "The Nation's
pleasant.
WELCOME from all the folks 
at the Peoples Bank.
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FRIDAY - JULY 16, 196?
Many Traveling Inspectors Assure Guests Of The Best Of Service
Many Jobs Available On The
Average Hob* Inn Staff
Sy Joey iribisah
Rartty a day panes at the Hcil-
day Inns home office Ni Memphis
without at least one ream juttingly
posing the mreenon -Say. dant
you need someone lake me an sour
payroll to nett all the inns and
ghe you • report,-
Imagine his surprise at the re-
morse- 'Why. yes as a matter of
!hetwethi-nould eau like tr fir
out an apphaption''
Of noun& Illeitet-rthe gme hare
h epsemy-leat there nay be
tine Ni the mar Mame as Holiday
Imre inspecnon depiehnent eon-
gnus' to expend.
Mete OEM. there are ewe= fte-
Nine Ineparenre whose job is to do
Just what the ream sdad-they
ant al the nine and pre the home
allke a retamt Put as you've guess-
ed by now. • Illcilaby Inn Ingant-
his job la by no means • treandlni
vacation_
works like thle lb insure heat
guests well receive messiness' wa-
ft/ Ni minim Mort and axially.
OlOh Mcadey Lon in the rotwe 5V -
Wm r thansighty InsPerterl four
gnaw wit year.
An Weenear always stopw. at an
lea uninnouncod. 1 welemper
sew bola 
▪ aset enem-animat rem-
line Ms lane when he nosily m-
arsh' ne Merger The mom le
hese stemsolion turn:revers are ro-
asted every three mantes. so It
would take s year-eseln half far
the reser knenclar Ni roam to
the ant inn an he hit
flichthrs Ion olUnbeirb eàbe
ear and pleat sal s tgaledladt of
one Inspectorle spesekeneber show-
ed one AM albsNi a year HI"
se-wideare. lisagh he high no re-
cord. would be "ailletansami.- he
aid
Armed wth waft instructanna
end • chect-lia ant mph. the Ni -
come-tas long gm" man short
by cornmeal:win bagnaar seat aut
an ltu swim sanina of ankle*
sure Mit WSW Ileggr arseesreiere
Mee the Ishlt illatelesde recruited
by W dSiwitiou Inc
As the inesehe mews the 
inity at a peseleger
he =who the appinswer at ess
UL ew sehreribige beinde end Me
--orwse Mies" Mee won nenus
Mont of welch an that Is the ff-
, inn Truk hierk • entry nen
ware be in gna-ene ad-
M end Wi-eetets In-
trw• heiney. the mph* dastibberY
benselk lise beOmit ilea nee
wei-bert tr yells gill be deant-
ed.
While be a/We the ash be
wall= the semi srposeneme
irrotrelter ben Isindoesem Ni
*se dos Weilek et ele wilenster
snot. ese Wemillew ell=mws ear
WWI= seielle 11110 weer the
lihrellent side end
th▪ e ormallinn at the =Nessmiese
.eroutienne.
When Ihe Wpm= moon the
Mee neninew tie is whine un-
emeinced hems= eiweent be-
gins temente, es He wee* wow
the maps= and rreseing tat n-
eon= sew the emitter:wens' atti-
tude towed the past is the prune
fawn Si guns* arthilecatn
rer•-enetv and skew mace 15
sone ̂ weir Mrsoli ildrest : the !PM-
pry*: •-e r• the lb chez.k -
ed to be rue it chins ego to the
required He • =ere= Mew food-
hauling effirets ati gemers. Ohl to-
tet're spendsa mew PON* of
hex time eareheiy werratens the
!aim srm before be awe= his
repo=
esti= tee awe the lankseper Ls
-ins* Is and a dela of 'whet the
inippihr ennownees he will spend
. •f the lalPmg-
er eseesee abge nilests a month
Ni Hethilw new ihrpector said
int If be le etweltened during the
Whisk he wee not kern whet ctts
hex el hi he r••••••,w knows where
the light swIttne ere!
Mere deroldee out. the impeder
rangers his report Of apaned,
Ni Ni.pain • Mare atMS is ass-
artaallinal 12 lee. On istdempet
• sithWeent to correct Ile eitheleit.
In tact N 
611 llitgic:ea ikir=1" Would You Like To Own One
The first dinner to be held at the new Holiday Inn was the reunion of the
Murray HUM School class of 1955. The reunion was field in the smartly ap-
pointed dining room of the Holiday Inn. Enjoying the IlltallosPhere and the
to upgrade he opoweelos. end Ihe
nott.7.-„,d1n-ve.d.zr.7......8-1- Of The Inns. Need A Million
the handsaw may be revoked
It's eery Ni see shy the tnepec-
arm epeeist here proved Ni be the
ages annoliew mews tif 013/01VISSI
'Mahn Wagetbig-
throe eech inn Ni a typelley reirral-
thin evermore benefits The ownee.
be lerreor • that-est• inn. Is ea-
anal at maps arsiname lb" eaten
new neer wiry Me Wee Iv-
▪ Catelerstly, end eel Flee
bemoMbi ninit dt. ne Ni assured
• nt S eellesetwit Waal in servies.
few. port ,rdessm to which he le
hisrly entitled
And we thee yen Taw we
sir= ibr nrsvalkur vocalise 2=
• BBC WZIPIChtir• WOW Ith
Much. do you all went the
YOU Wilt! flY1/1-
I A WIG IttntINISS
Ely risen K. Laws. Jr. Deentinent 'Ni b. ShM he amid
Weed ton We Ni IMO a thee, mei to h anigeget benitet.
.i W.11111ttith woolen'. me eige piletwg _Sp lose
net be so theso veil Ards.' gins is war !
you've got a spare niNitno tucked o▪ wn you only nese the Heider .
&way sumewhere and No to cburah Inn trent/nests, sigesetallto en*
-erred/arty thee you're tens-etirde on by tenth/ay Ion standards.
As it lb with any company. Ni.
west see-as comes from the baa.
Tlcurber lone awokee no sanspliken.
he Pie Wirt, a sdaldapi on
now Ireertge. crews train Ni, We-
••••OP Consmittee They're tie real
• and you can Int thstIf
they etre you the green light you
es,o fount on sums alseed.
Pk* welt. Yount mit reedy to
tsed. 71berere pies Ni be drawn
ten sod some MO Us Mud IN trio
every Achim ban thee have Ni be
emended Ni Phut le =et MA. Int
can Irmelle ell at des far Yee Elee
• p•reimp vim ThrT can wren eve
110OW betabe ebabliebb bOS OMMO
th with we Whir sientibenr
ewes an the number at thse
-Melt you were tyre" ineweess We-
May tan gates see= kook Na
ennewilY
The the.,. he X is mare then
Mot an eternise b 4500 BOO mrth
teed enntipile toPlaiday Inns a-
cron Use Wien.
As die number of trws increnem
the number af earth le evad-
ed Ni jump also .be 1.2.1040 by
nen year'
TIMATTPE AT ALL WW1
A TIM inner warm that grow
at the number of Hadar, Inns In-
ornases wakes X easy to mire •
remor•Obloo at any of the Holiday
Inca of the system.
There's no Menge tor *dr* the
regherstioa dr= tient at any Yoe-
las km to oulte a reeerntem for
sentemintisellons at another Holiday
las Ni saaber clar A person wry
he his hal Ifiallebe Inn he hare
nalinehlina mallisar Holiday Inn
hew he =WsIs. the Where= ale • flOVOn bilY he
be nab the appearnewe at Yip Omat the •••••111111111110 ••••1 }fait/ -
lobby he el the elemew Hoeft •wf Ida edge dam me here
Inca at, required to rnsininin het e•sirvISIMIP tiflita kir an endre
the conefort of the gueg-inobeill-1
kw the Oboe= Dinneary
The inipecliar makes NOV that NW
son Is wen, no ewer he dia-
dem under 12 whim *WY ewe •
nun nth their penegs. he that
Ste tilbeapi for tree setestme reser -
eaten= le weld= proper*
At this point- the loweceor we
writ he • reanber at rooms at rats-
• and beirin his lospallon se- 4
atespenied bi the Wineeper Mows
poise wry be dielnewil. the in-
spector wants the teetelper In see
kw ennee Wet en dishiellons
for)
This Innperticti N.asealsesed01
the •lehttle eiD•e" isese-
eon tha the wry le se Awe= he
Everything must be deem eler/AI.
Ni rood rendligen. he ereISKEIE
'nun be steinnewl far he Ni kir
visice eniudIne the Gideon Vega.
the Do-Plat-Diebegib C. the 'bas-
eline asthr-eretsa Ni the four shell-
mid pees
After be tee Weeled • mini-
mum of ten roam hewn= an Ni
ear reehmente IG nine es he
warted Ike to ceder the hip illee en
the menu, the lespentar Ed-
de• for the ettedider of Ill• disr
SOP he hamar she everyone Shp
ens This esery these's Mee Menet
the he he receive • preferred
▪ ants the inmactur notes the
Nine required kw wren es welt
Re that min • harp in the din-
ner sutme.--he locks ear everything
item tweeeteley Ni hierneerf
Thelospeetort meld eye then





Pat how sheet OP ettler MAW
MAXI*. gib iS the owsetil MM.
You cores,* the Pariabere Sao
Drnertinwr et Pliellierr lam at
Arre-les. Ire in Memphis Teen.
srad them know tit your interealt
Ni (weer/ a illetider hen•
Somali siserie goner% 11! Yeah
is sib gr.** ad quite me dimple
ter wee ghee hert there are





area Or ihe 
thet's ewree -Iletrell
NM. I*
••••erine• he went' Ser bar a ladidaff
Pla he *et X newt deir.-4111111
ten he eine. listurally. V yes
weer a linesittee tender yen wee
corteelems let year InventmentielPor
Sets ream the online trenchier
heeler in a amen low bee tie'
first wen no as =left wieber
ban in Ine sr=
Owe Meet =MOS IN tie kips-
lken. you shit it sad • fasintser of
the Pranchne Maim alsef. wart rut
ibe ewe yelnt: and Ni. ecreparate
and penione epeleseans, Mae at
the kw ere as by she ash-
eirstrene at Prom dew Ni mix mete
esseng Ni certiorari= hum tie
Tabheeling doctor to the porey
he
therny Nimeonsme
Is that were rave into • ken-
term Ineennserst When you hued
• Maim Inn. Neberaty. yetell
went to mere manse ef mei TO-
brae crear the ymws Pat this run-
son ma eon =peea reetain ensamt
ittinventirtion Into yaw peestelit
end nmesobi dimesoter Youll Ta
meg • kerastalty report an haw
Imam Ni her nee the Kb one
gurreettniwith werew then lull • donee of
Your total Ireverernent eStmo-
Maly rape to a esellan dol-
len tor a 1110-net • Inn. liewww. It
ant beeemble, Pe te the *-
maw Ineneesh r Tbe APOYI011in
The placement of this large meter indicates
which =tire* the new Holiday Inn. The met
Company and is capable of passing 5,000 cu
of only four ounces. Ilse meter alums cost ••
tem. said "it is gratifying to serve • custoen
mands a meter of this capacity".
teens enieteakersi pie= Own to
IATa het tray in esth meet
OMR.
Jack lartal. Senior Vire Tree**
Ni ~Ire of Premien Sega uld
eke ete Oacteliew Wale= the the
hunch* wake *mei be the bed
woe he Out **11011 Imo id sera=
the erneety.""Ible dee teed en Ws
to old NU. tredd. 'sad it wee
rue= steedblit ihr a he yews until
the bee ebnlier by _
Isideed. the belt hie daitedhe
• he ft Na orticaub u
Iwo co =Ow u -U Pus
iii aur gosted eilesis he mewl
son= the afar= Ni Ebner Tod=
*here are ow NO ertildery inne in
ehe U 8..Owes he Panes Rea
NSA& ritOINTHIS (WY
Tie maskat lidtasr In at
America.Tat..wed Mier time
I their age% need lore" Ineneere
renbie. • Elliterwern of the Some
int=
1 `lbw ere not ennekite heel
nor at motels. bet alter tee-
' rime of both
''Ofe hid Ni. eambinehm el he-
Nee wine for name aceribert he
oseumeeme Oen at, found In *
tweet or wile done "
NINellionmy•m••••••••••••••—.....
a large natural gas user This is the meter
er Is the 'argent Meet by the American Meter
ft of natural the per hour at a pressure
50.00. Jack Bryan, Superintendent of the sys-
er who uses so much natural gsa that it de-
S.
occasion my be be seen members of the class, their wives or husbands and
guests. Seated at the table nearest the camera are Mr and Mrs Dub Rune




• - - -
01rsaceles he Holany Inns at,
gehaldIs quanalliss d mare than
MUSS • yam. They must be
bratight up to date three times a
Pam Ni k uti with en Wince
ed rum tea to the sees= lde be-
he My be tallsiessi Man
Icon- Mobtlag-hia...--_---
As a remit. inehentions
are mode at MI Maliday Inns in
'wee proper apart/Sam Mr Vell-
eon weed. Mae at Ni. Inewatian
wort la= the k* at wen inente-
ark vell, Mend much ot their lbw
traveling about the anuestry
An the kapeations ere aurpine
lownstions. enpleine Mr
IF:o no one late a =woe Ni ye&
reedy tor thank They he.. to be oa
Tar tiows at gar dine."
Inegentions are mai thimaglit.
satanang even to the agillide et
Penonnel award taw mak ThIs.
Mr Mason 111th. b TaInene
*Ink the inspeolors ere beigh-
er an the unite awned outright bg
no than on any at the caws." bir.
Whoa continua 'Thera proper.




There's aimost • seamen behind It
eh. and in agi ease of the buskins
ounces" of Itaitinane Waren. Mar-
man of the Sant of Halidny Inns
al Amereta. Ta. eel heed at





visitors Ni Cncos ineset's Holi-
day Inn are quite likely to see the
launching of a historic& missile
due to Ni dose pratingly to the
nothe's number ass niesee osat-
at. KengleaLAIIIIII•r-
Kamm's' mether, who bee been  
* Na partner ever he, Kam-
mons garbed his carer Shp Is
known to at at "Doll
The other le his age Dorothy.
11.10 bib had ans to rear flee chil-
dren, end he hey her bueend Ni I
* basins= eute ehes.
Ms austsw the maw of then-
Nat lems _neon they were
1be built BUS *Nee duties Wm
beeeese so Wavy that she ben Ind
is tuns some at the Wens ewer Ni
ahem She ciatainTaa however, as
vice-proidentIs dune of deco-
CAPES TO PKEZDOIS
-
VEINSIA gel - A Hunpresti
losavo•or namtkof orwisd Minuet




Pkaiday bun ere so popular, and
there's pettenti to be en may of
been emu* out scram the natioa.
'het various independent. openspey
?nye felt the need of forming an
•wention to co-aranste and make
troanrm thew actionlas.
r Such a wrong, is the International
Awsoctation of Holiday Inns Thrl
group meets annually In Septem-
ber and venous /Menses. franchise
holders. and Innkeepers discuss
I their businese and agree trpOn a
asystsren peocedure.
Strome it operates triore than BO
I.,,',. the went company. Hollis,/
.1nro at America. hat,. is a member
• of late ermeireas and bakes a part
' in it just ate the others.
SAT FA liflevTINGS AND SMALL
CONTENTION rrAciLITIgh
Sens thannws he cageelltion
sienna= hems Mond the ele ben
Tad their WIIII*10N M
libetre bek Luxuriate Illeetes.
OD
NOMTa 1Mere
thea ONO wee analim was add
In WM" UM bat Mir. )
Inns bon andlillop Ni las aro ae
up to too okeesh tat woe bow
have klensicei asellisies A ohs*
' oak tb• add asslessime ois the gar
I=seine be. aiin geliesnwebeehebake only a he eleutee. end re













In opening your new facilities in Murray you have expressed your confidence in
this growing area in the most eloquent way possible. Even more, you have shown
a sound judgment of the unlimited opportunities for companies with ideas and
plans . . . and the desire to grow with the Greater Murray area. We of the.
Bank of Murray who share in your optimism, congratulate you on your fore-
sight, and wish you the greatest success in your new locationt
%DOWNTOWN MANGO MAIN OTIPICT
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